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SuperLite~INTRODUCING

SNAP 25

Fire resistive multilaminate in clear butt-glazed wall assemblies:

Meets ASTM E-119 up to 2 hours with hose stream and CPSC Cat. II 

impact safety requirements.

Can be used in interior and exterior applications, including
clear butt-glazed walls for maximum vision and transparency.

Can be easily incorporated in GPX Architectural Series Framing, 
GPX SNAPCAP or GPX Builders Series Temperature Rise Framing
for a complete fire resistive assembly.

NawSedool of Arch & Otti^n

888.653.3333

201090Safety And Fire Technology Inc.\a/w\a/ c^affri.rom
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NEWS FEATURES
8 I IN BRIEF 14 I DOWNTOWN STYLE
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD names its Found Associates adds ayouthful
2016 Products of the Year winners. flairto Saks Fifth Avenue’s latest
Santa Monica adopts zero net energy NewYork location.
requirements for new homes.

18 I SHOW-AND-TELL
56 I DATES + EVENTS Architects discreetly work the

details to create trade showrooms57 I TRADE SHOW NEWS
that convey a brand’s DNA.The London Design Festival takes
36 1 MADEINTHEU.S.A.over the British capital, offeringa

cornucopia of fresh ideas and Transportation products and
building goods are fueling 
manufacturinggrowth in Iowa, 
Kansas, Missouri,and Nebraska.

unexpected visual treats.

DEPARTMENTS
38 I GREENSOURCE

Sustainable design resource 
BuildtngGreen announces the 
winners of its annual top io 
building products awards.

5 I EDITOR’S LETTER

10 I NEW PRODUCT ROUNDUP

60 I PARTNERS IN DESIGN

Architecture Research Office pairs 
up with Knoll sister company FilzFelt 
on aline of wool-felt acoustic tiles. PRODUCT SPECS

22 I HARDWARE

26 I HVAC

30 I KITCHEN

32 I STAIRS + ELEVATORS

34 I STOREFRONTS + ENTRANCES

MIX ITUP
Plumen’s 6-watt 003 bulb (top left) 
combines the functional benehtsofa 
spotlight with the ambient glow of 
candlelight. The SoftFold acoustic ceiling 
byArktura (top right) hasaparametric 
design and an NRC of 0,75. Doimo Cucine’s 
Soho kitchen (left) incorporates multiple 
hnishing materials.

CONTINUING
EDUCATION
42 I MOVABLE FEASTS

Dynamic structures with large- 
scaleoperableelementstransform, 
responding to changing needs.
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You Inspire” Solutions Center

ONE-OF-A-KIND IDEAS 
TAKE ONE-OF-A-KIND

SUPPORT
The You Inspire" Solutions Center is dedicated to bringing your 
unique ideas to life. We’ll work together to create the ideal 
ceiling and installation solutions to reaYize your vision.
Visit armstrongceilings.com/youinspire and make 
your next one-of-a-kind idea a reality.

you inspire
solutions center

TO BRING YOUR ONE-OF-A-KIND IDEAS TO LIFE, CALL 1-800-988-2585

Inspiring Great Spaces
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we have a strict design
WALL PANEL SYSTEM

At Dri-Design-multifaceted wall panels allow nature to create its 
natural light reflects differently

recycling and creating products that the
own color palette as 
off each individual piece. Even with this unique look, 

signature ease of Installation and water

world can live with.
616.355.2970 I dri-design. com• Fully tested to exceed ASTM standards and

Dri'Design’s the latest AAMA 508-07. Mill WwJds Litrarv- Seniors and Multicultural Centre • Edmonton, Alberta 

Architects: Dub Architects and HCMA Arrhilecture + Designmaintained, and only a singlemanagement system are • Available in a variety of materials and colors.



EDITOR^’S LETTER BB
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Doorbusters? No Thanks.
PUBLISHER ALEXBACHRACH

EOITORIAL DIRECTOR I don’t like to shop. I never have 
and expect I never will. But when ( 

was five or six, I used to beg to go to 

one furniture store. It spanned all 

three floors of a converted Victorian 
home, with each room set up in 

vignettes. Forme, It was like moving 

through a giant dollhouse, one where 

I could imagine a different life; the 

parties I’d have with my friends 

around that dining room table, the 
fun I’d have sleepingon the top bunk 

rather than in my twin bed, and how 

greatmybackwouldfeelifwehad a 
big massaging recliner.

That marketingtechnique of appealing to fantasy and aspiration is common

place now, but it was new to me then. Perhaps I’ve grown immune to it as I've 

aged—or just become more time-pressed and distracted. But retail continues 

to be about creating an alternate world. Presentation is key, with visual displays 

and messaging becoming increasingly sophisticated.

In this issue, we examine how this plays out. The case study "Downtown Style 

(page 14) delves into how Saks Fifth Avenue’s latest New York store fash

ioned a more youthful image for the brand. The feature 

(page 18) concentrates I 

products for Industry buyers.

Elsewhere, we look at advances in stairs and elevators (page 32) as well as in 

storefronts and entrances (page 34). We also include the top 10 green building

products for 2017 (page 38) and a recap of the always provocative London 

Design Festival (page 57).

Wishingyou a very happy holiday

CATHLEEN McGUiGAN 
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The B^iefits of a Performance- 
Based Design Process 
Sponsored by Sefeira and 
SketchUp
Credit: 1AIA LU/HSW; 1GBCI 
CE HourjO.I lACETCELT

---------|i Categorized by Design: 
Architecturally Exposed 
Structural Steel 
SponsoredbyAjnericanlnstituteof 
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Credit 1 AlALUjO.l lACEl'CEU

I Continuous Insulation in 
s Framed Exterior Walls
S SponsoredbyHuber Engineered 

g Woods LLC
a Credit: 1A1ALU/HSW;1 GBCI 
I CE Hour; 0.1 lACET CEU

Green Globes Certification 
I Overview

Collaborating Through 
Q Design Challenges
^ Spon.soredbyPrecast/Prestressed J SponsoralbyGreenDuildmg
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Fitness for Purpose 
Sponsored by Ecore 
Credit: lAIALU/HSW;
0.1 IDCECCEUiO.I lACETCEU

Designing with Concrete in 
the 21*^ Century
Sponsored by Vectorworks, Inc. 

Credit: 1.25 AIA LU/HSW;
0.1 lACETCEU

% TheCoreoftheMatter
SponsoredbyTheStedInstituteof 

New York
Credit: IAIALU/HSW;
0.1 lACETCEU

Extruded Concrete in 
Rainscreens
Sponsored by Rieder North America 

Qedit I AIALU/HSW; 
O.lIACFrCEU
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I Revolutionizing Ceiling 
% and Wall Surfaces with 
^ Parametrics and Digital 

Fabrication 
Sponsored by Ceilings Plus 

Credit;! AIA LU/HSW;
0.1 lACETCEU

Mitigating Water Leaks 
around Windows in Wood- 

^ Framed Walls 
■5 Sponsored by Huber Engineered 

a Woods, Inc.
8 Credit: 1 AIALU/HSW;

O.l lACETCEU

I Masonry Wall Systems Well 
I Positioned to Meet Evolving 
i Codes

SponsoredbyEchekm'”Masonryby

OJdcastie
Credit: 1 AlA LU/HSW; 1GBCICE 
Hour;0.1 lACETCEU

^ Designing for Landscape 
(S Architecture 
° SponsoredbyFirestone Building 
f Products, Soil Retention Products, 
J Inc., and Tournesol Siteworks 

§ Credit: 1 AIA LU/HSW; 1PDH,
£ LACES/HSW;0.UACETCEU

I Design Strategies for 
f Optimal Well-Being in 
^ Health-Care Environments
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Understanding Anchorage 
Systems for Natural Stone 

I Cladding
^ SponsoredbyMIA+BSLThe 

I NatiiralStonelnstitute 
I Credit:lAlALU/HSW;

0.1 lACETCEU
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Sponsored by WRCLA: Western 
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^ Design to Protect
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ALSO ONLINE AT CE.BNPMED1A.COM
A New Methodology for Successful 

Daylighting Design 
Sponsored by Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.

Insulation Gets More Effective 
Sponsored by Oldcastie* Architectural

Controlling Moisture in Masonry 
Sponsored by Oldcastle® Architectural

Concrete Waterproofing with Crystalline 

Technology
Sponsored by XYPEX Chemical Corp. 

read the entire article and pass the test. Go to ce.bnDmedia.com 

•All articles and presentations count toward the annual AIA continuing education requirement. All sponsored exams are avai

Smarter, Safer Hot Water: Digital 
Thermostatic Mixing Stations 

Sponsored by Powers

Floodplain Design, Construction, and 

Impacts on Flood Insurance 
Sponsored by Smart Vent Products, Inc.

Lighting the 24-Hour Bathroom; 
Options for Health, Comfort and 

Sustainability
Spon.sored by Duravit USA, Inc.

Destination Dispatch Elevator Systems 
Benefit Passengers, Building Owners, 
and Design Professionals 
Sponsored by Otis Elevator Company

Properties and Performance of Vacuum 

Insulated Glazing
Spojjsored by PjJkington North America

Health and Transparency in Product 

Declarations
Sponsored by Forbo Flooring Systems

Labor Shortage Solution Specifying a 
Factory-Made Roofing Membrane 

Sponsored by Duro-Last®, Inc.

Reducing Peak Electrical Demand 

Sponsored by Huro-Last*, Inc.

Code-Compliance Conflicts in the 

Exterior Wall Assembly 
Sponsored by Lamiiiators Incorporated

Daylight Autonomy 101
Sponsored by Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.

for complete text and to take the test for free.

liable at no charge and are Instantly processed, unless otherwise noted.
To receive credit,you are required to



SIMONSWERK

VARIANT®
the adjustable hinge system 
for commercial doors.
Common door problems, e.g. door sagging, 
foundation wall settling, warpage, require 
doorassembly adjustments to maintain the 
functionality and meet life/safety requirements.

The VARIANT series hinge systems offer a 
simple three-way adjustability feature allowing 
the installer to meet precise installation and 
maintenance requirements with the turn of 
an Allen wrench.

Standard
Commercial Hinges

SIMONSWERK 3-Way 
Adjustable Hinge Systems

SNAP 141

SIMONSWERK North America, Inc. 1171 Universal Boulevard | Whitewater | Wl 53190 | 262-472-9500 ] info@simonswerk.com j www.simonswerk-usa.com



in brief
FRESH IDEAS
ARCHITECTURAL 

RECORD^ Products of 
theYearwinners 
include the SoftFold 
acoustic ceiling by 
Arktura (left) and the 
Fabrikachitectural 
mesh system (below). 
Brooks + Scarpa’s 
Colorado Court (right), 
an affordable housing 
project built in Santa 
Monica,California, 
in 2000, has become 
a national model for 
energy efficiency.

pathway toward this goal, helps us raise 

awareness, and drives home the importance 

of the issue."
The ordinance must begiven the green 

light bythe California Energy Commission 

(CEC) through a process that includes a 

public comment period. Kubani estimates 

that the guidelines could officially go into 

effect as soon as late February 2017.
Once the ordinance passes, all permit 

applications for new residential construc

tion in Santa Monica will need to comply 

with ZNE. Projects in schematic design when 

the ordinance passes but not in compliance 

would have to be modified, while those with 

approved permits would begrandfathered 

in. The new measure will be enforced via 

the city’s existing building code, the same 

process the state intends to use in 2020.

AttainingZNE status for newly built 

homes in sunshine-abundant California is 

“absolutely achievable” by 2020, says 

Kubani. The prices of solar electric and 

solar thermal systems have been steadily 

decreasingforyears,as Santa Monica offi

cials also worked closely with the CEC, ■£ 

local utilities, and local design and con- 8

struction firms to assess the ordinance’s < 

technical and cost feasibility. Furthermore, o 

several energy-efficient affordable housing j 

projects already exist in Santa Mon ica, such g 

as Colorado Court and Pico Place, built, | 

respectively, in 2000and20i4by Los Angeles 5 

firm Brooks + Scarpa. ^
The ZNE ordinance is just one of the city’s | 

strategies for achieving its long-term goals ^ 

for climate change mitigation; another g
is releasing zero carbon by 2050. “Ideally, | 

we’ll show the country and world that ZNE e

buildings are practical and affordable ” says S 
Kubani, “and eventually they’ll become the |

new normal.” —Deborah Snoonian Glenn S

Each juror rated hundreds of entries 

according to their usefulness, aesthetics, 

and degree of innovation. The winners, 

rangingfrom Arktura’s SoftFoid paramet
rically designed acoustic ceilingto Shildan 

Group’s Fabrikdry-joint architectural 

mesh system, can be viewed in their 

entirety at architectural record.com/ 

2016-record-products.—Ju//eTaraska

Santa Monica 
Adopts Zero Net 
Energy Requirements 
for New Homes
IN OCTOBER, the city council of Santa 

Monica, California, approved a sweeping 

ordinance requiring all newly built single

family homes,duplexes, and low-rise multi

family buildings to have zero net energy 

(ZNE) consumption. Accordingto the 2016 

California Green Building Standards Code 

(CALGreen), whose definition was adopted 

forthe ordinance, aZNE home is one 

that producesas much renewable energy 

on-site as it consumes annually. The ordi

nance is the first of its kind in the world, 

accordingto officials.
The state of California already had an 

pcomingcode requirement on the books 

forall new residential construction to 

achieve ZN E by 2020. But Santa Monica has 

often adopted its own ambitious policies on 

environmental issues asa way to drive 

change elsewhere, says Dean Kubani, the 

city’s chief sustainability officer. “Many 

practitioners and cities in California aren’t 

aware this code change is coming in 2020— 

or they don’t believethe state will be ready,” 

he says. “Taking this action now gives usa

Products that Are 
Worth Celebrating
BUILDING GOODS, lighting, and furnishings that benefited from 
engineering breakthroughs as well as those produced via digital 
technology dominated architectural record’s Products of the Year, 
the magazine’s annual award competition forthe best and brightest 
offerings in the industry. A jury of six architects, lightingdesigners, and 

interiors experts—most with extensive knowledge in both engineering 
and production methods—judged the contest, which thisyear added 

a ninth category, Hardware, Software, & Control Systems, to address 

the growing role of sensors and connected devices.

f november/december 2016

u
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Fresh Design

Mariano s Fresh Market, Oak Lawn, IL
Owner: Stony Creek LLC, Itasca. II
Architect; Camburas & Theodore, Des Plaines, IL
General contractor: J. Oivlta & Associates, Spring Grove, IL
Installing contractor; WBR Roofing, Wauconda, IL
Profiles: Corrugated, Flat sheet
Color: Silver Metallic

II The design flexibility and economic value of
PAC-CLAD metal panels contributed to the design

PAC-CLADvision in a way other materials couldn't.II

Corrugated
Domenic Pezzuto, senior project architect, Camburas & Theodore Ltd. Silver Metallic ■ Energy Star - Cool Color

CASE STUDY

PAC-CLADPACGREENINFO.COM

YOUR GREEN METAL RESOURCE
PETERSEN

PAC-CLAD.COM I IL: 1 800 PAC CLAD I MD: 1 800 344 1400 I TX: 1 800 441 8661

SNAP 23
GA: 1 800 272 4482 I MN: 1 877 571 2025



NEW PRODUCT ROUNDUP

residential spacesBright options for contract, public, and

4.3.2.1.
LINILED RGBBEVELED BLOCKVIVET-LIGHT

manufacturer: Organic 

LightingSystems 

PERFORMANCE: These 

specification-grade, color- 

changing light strips, measuring 

Vi inch wide fay 'A inch high, have a 

bend radius of inches.

PRICE range: $$ 

APPLiCATiONS:Thedimmable 

strips work indoorsand out, 

includingin wet locations, and 

use fewer than 2 watts per foot. 

ORGANICLI6HTiNG.COM 

(SNAP #203)

manufacturer: usai 

Lighting

PERFORMANCEtThiS

ceiling-mount LEDhxture with 

an enclosed junction box comes 

in two styles and four wattages. 

PRICE range: $$$ 

applications: ideal for 

industrial or exposed concrete 

ceilings.thedimmablesMi- 

inch-square units offer 25-to 

90-degree beam spreads.

U5AILIGHTING.COM 

(SNAP #202)

manufacturer: Lutron 

performance: This system 

ofdimmers, switches, and 

controllers works with awireless 

hub that lets facility managers 

monitor and adjust fixtures from 

any smart device. 

price range: $-$$ 

applications: The scalable 

Vive integrates via BACnet with 

other HVAC, IT, audiovisual, and 

energy-management systems. 

LUTRON.COM 

(SNAP #201)

manufacturer: Boyd 

Lighting
performance: This linear 

pendant featuring etched white 

glass between parallel lengths of 

extruded aluminum contains 

twoBOOoK LED strips that can 

be dimmed separately.

PRICE range: $$$ 

APPLICATIONS: The pendant 

comes in three lengths and nine 

powder-coat options.

BOyDLI6HTING.COM 

(SNAP #200)

] ® = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTESKEY $ = VALUE, $$ = MID-RANSE, *$$ = HIGH-END

1 NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 i ARCHITECTURALRECORD. COM10 I SNAP
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ORIGAMI LIGHTOLIER 
CALCULITE LED

PLUMEN 003 LUMENALPHA 
SPOT LARGE

manufacturer: Troy 
Lighting

performance: An angular, 
hand-worked iron frame 

surrounds afrosted-glass globe 

encasinga 12-watt LED.

PRICE range: $$-$$$ 

applications: Available as a 
wall sconce and a landscape 

pendant plus three vertical 

options. Origami comes in a 

bronze or graphite finish. 

TROY'LIGHTING.COM 

(SNAP #204)

manufacturer: Plumen 

PERFORMANCE:The lamp’s 

faceted gold element combines 

the functional benefits of a 

spotlightwith the ambient glow 

of candlelight.

PRICE range: $$ 

applications: Plumen’sglass 

and anodized-aluminum 6-watt 

LED bulb provides 250 lumens 

and lasts 10,000 hours. 

PLUMEN.COM 

(SNAP #206)

manufacturer: Philips 

performance: You can
upgrade the driver and light 

engine of these LED downlights 

without replacing theframe.

price range: $$

APPLICATIONS: A mounted 

springsecures the reflector 

to the luminaire, which comes in 

a range of trims, aperture sizes, 

and beam spreads. 

lighting.philips.com

(SNAP #205)

MANUFACTURER: Lumen 
Pulse Group

performance: Deliveringup 

to 3000 lumens, this adjustable 

LED spotlight offers superior 

color stability.

PRICE range: $$-$$$ 

applications: The fixture 

can be specified with Lumentalk. 

which allows fordigital dimming 

of individual luminaires. 

lumenpulsegroup.com

(SNAP #207)

NOVEMBER/dECEMBER 2016 I SNAPARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM 11



DESIGNING IN THE FEMA 
FLOOD ZONE DOESN’T 
HAVE TO BE COMPLICATED. PLAOR UPLOAD YOUR ...https://www.hightail.eom/u/smartvent

► Our team of CFAAs will customize a Dry and/or Wet Floodproofing ]
solution to your residential or non-residentiaf floodplain projects.

^ We make sure your project is compliant with ail FEMA and NFIP regulations, 
and is receiving the lowest fiood insurance premium possible.

We have CAD, 6IM, and SketchUp files avaitable for download online.

► Schedule a Lunch & Learn or webinar (1 HSW), and have your plans 
reviewed prior to your session by our team.

T SMART VENT® (200 SQ.FT. 
W£T FLOODPROORNG 
ENGINEERED FLOOD 
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Magnificent Tile
TECnJRA

Step toward the classic elegance and everlasting 

strength ofTectura Designs'terrazzo tile, expertly 

crafted to match your style. A WAUSAU TILE INC. BR/\ND

SNAP50



CASE study: department store
BY LINDA C LENTZ

YOUNG AT HEART
A220-foot-longmural 
followsacorridor 
into Saks Fifth Avenue 
Downtown’s shoe 
department, wherea 
spectacular light 
installation hovers 
over a custom settee 
designed by Found 
Associates.the 
project architects.

insidewith fixed, brushed-brass louvers that 

filter sunlight into the sales areas. “This allo\ws 

view's out to the World Trade Center,” says 

Found. “At the same time, it provides a back

drop for the merchandise.”

Throughout the store, color and material 

choices are subtle, serene, and surprisingly 

consistentfora multibrand retail establish- 

mentThe soft brass returns on garment 

racks and low-profile casework. Elsewhere, 

pastel upholstery wraps seating from Fritz 
Hansen and Hay,champagne-hued carpeting 

alternates with terrazzo floors, and hand- 

finished polished plaster coats the walls.

An open plan maximizes the quirky 65,000- 

square-foot space with avenues that branch 

from the rotundas back toward the building’s 

core. Whenever possible. Found fused struc

tural, mechanical, and decorative elements. 

Escalators at the center of the rotundas bisect 

circular sales hubs, which are in turn ringed by

ACROSS THE STREET from the 9/11 Memorial 

in New York City, Brookfield Place, the former 

World Financial Center designed by C4sar 

Pelli in the 1980s, is undergoinga transforma

tion. Located nearthe World Trade Center 

site and Santiago Calatrava’s Fulton Street 

transit hub, the office-building complex 

is luring not only corporate tenants like Time 

Inc. but also a spate of upscale food and 

retail businesses. Among them, a new Saks 

Fifth Avenue satellite is notable for its elegant 
yet hip boutique style—a fresh take for the 

iconic department store.
Designed by the London-based firm Found 

Associates, Saks Fifth Avenue Downtown is 

tucked into the first two stories of an octago

nal pavilion atthe base of one of the complex’s 

towers. Departingfrom the sharp edges of the 

building’s exterior, principal Richard Found 

stacked a pair of glazed rotundas behind the 

faceted facade, wrapping the glass on the

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Downtown Style
problem: Create ayouthful retail image for astoried brand. 
solution: Craftanoperi'pla/yspacewithar) effervescertt palette, 
contemporary finishes,and designer furnishings.

november/december 2016 ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM14 I SNAP
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Above: CasrieTop® Shingles in muiriple colors •i

• Embossed diamond-shaped shingles for roofs and v/aiis

• Over 30 sfock coiors and over 65 designer colors in sfeei and aluminum wifh PVDF finish

• Choice of 12 naiurai mefais including copper, zinc, and stainless sfeei

• One of many wail cladding options in addition to a full line of roof panels and accessories

• Ultimate design flexibility: from single color facades to bold staggered color patterns, CastleTop leaves a lasting impression

•5J
iS St

iTAS International, Inc.
ustainable Building Envelope Technology

Allentown, PA ] Mesa, AZ | Maryville, IN 

610.395.8445 svww.atas.com
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CASE study: department store

•v.(

INTHEDETAIUS
Polished piaster 
wallsand poured 
terrazzofloorslenda 
quietlyluxuriousfeel 
tothespace.

clothing and accessories. Tall mirrored modular displays fade into 

the scenery and serve as storage units and full-length mirrors.

The warm LED lighting is equadydiscreet. The fixtures are 

concealed in ceiling coves that follow the lines of the architectural 

elements, with the lights’glow creating halos around columns 

and above the rotundas. The lightingalso delineates a longcorndor 
leading to the shoe department, where sits Found’sone touch of 

bling:ai5-foot-wide, half-spherical chandelierwith 50 globes. 

Mounted on apolished-metal ceiling, it’s aglitteringorb—adazzling 

effect, and all the more so in aSaks that offers an understated 

alternative to the usual luxury experience. ■

in 230oKand asooKcolortemperatures and 

can besmoothly dimmed to zero.

APPUCATJQNS.

Ideal forretail and hospitality spaces wherea 

warm hue will complement the environment, 

the cove light comes in two lumen outputs and 

in standard and low-powerversions.

PRICE RANGE $$-$$$ 

ECOSENSELIGHTING.COM 
(SNAP #208)

ARCHITECTS

FoundAssodates

TYPE 
Retail

PRODUCT
EcoSpec Linear HP INT WW Warm Cove

MANUFACTURER
EcoSense Lighting

PERFORMANCE
This interior, wall-washingftxture is available

KEY $ = VALUE,$$ = MID-RANQE, $i% = HIGH-END
= ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

s; IN THIS PROJECT

TRAVELMASTER 110SEDUCTIONREGAL SELECTRO LOUNGE CHAIR
manufacturer: Kone 
performance: This escalator with 

a30-degree incline and 3i-foot vertical 

rise offers numerous energy-saving options, 

including reduced operatingspeed,astandby 

mode,and LEDlighting.

PRICE range: $$-$$$ 

applications: With its streamlined

appearance and dutycycleofizto 16 hoursa 

day.TravelMaster no suits indoor retail uses.

KONE.US 

(SNAP #212)

manufacturer: Fabrica 

PERFORMANCE: This dense cut-pile carpet 

made of 100 percent StainmasterTruSoft 

BCF nylon type 6,6 has avelvety finish.

PRICE range: $$

applications: Stain protection and static 

control make Seduction ideal for busy areas, 

while its 60 neutral colorways help itfit into 

nearly any interior scheme.

fabrica.com

(SNAP #211)

manufacturer: Benjamin Moore
PERFORMANCE:Thisiow-odor,nO'VOC

intenorpalnthasamildew-resistantcoating.

PRICE RANGE: $$

APPLICATIONS: Available in five finishes 

and dozens of colors, this 100 percent 

acrylic paintforhigh-traffic areas such as 

corridors and kids’ rooms isdurable and 

easilycieaned.ltalso offers excellent 

coverage for problem areas. 

BENJAMINMOORE.COM 

(SNAP #210)

MANUFACTURER: Fritz Hansen 

performance: Spanish designer Jaime 

Hayon created this oversize armchairthat 

mixes two fabrics—one on the seat shell and 

one on the cushions.

PRICE range: $$$

applications: Thischairfor residential 

and hospitality use comes in nine colors, with 

oakor brushed-alumlnum legs. A matching 

footstool is also available.

fritzhansen.com

(SNAP #209)

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 \ ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM16 I SNAP



Always be on the SAFE SIDE
Flood Barriers and Watertight Doors since 1939

Watertight hjatches for MTA, New Watertight Door for Pump Station, Iowa '

Engineering Excellence, Innovation & Quality

Fast Delivery 
Cost Effective 

Customized for any Location 
Designed for any Pressure & Size

V/alz & Krenzer, Inc.
91 Willenbrock Rd., Unit B4, Oxford CT 06478 
203.267.5712 | fax 203.267.5716 
sales@wkdoors.com I flnnrlhnrriWWW lore mm



TRADE SHOWROOMS

1

-d

Show-and-TellSTRIPPED DOWN
Montalba Architects 
opted forvisually 
light materials and 
furnishings—such as 
canvas walls and 
plywood desks—at 
Citizens of Humanity’s 
L. A. showroom 
(above). Alinear 
skylightoffers natural 
illumination (right).

Architects discreetly work the details to create spaces 
that conveys brand's DNA.
BYALEXKLIMOSKI

function asa work studio for company 

designers, and serve as a venue for PR events 

and fashion shows. “We had to create a sim

ple backdrop that wouldn’t compete with the 

product," explains principal David Montalba, 

“but rather let it be about the product.”

Toachieve this, the Santa Monica, 

California-based firm stripped the heavy 

wood and rusted steel from the4,ooo- 

square-foot indus trial space, located on the 

topfloorofaformer piano factory. In its 

stead, a white-box gallery was fashioned 

from simple,straightforward materials.

The team opened up the European oak 

floorbyplacingthree evenly spaced canvas 

walls along both lengths of the main show

room. The rectangular surfaces, finished 

with Benjamin Moore Super White matte 

paint, appear to float offof the original brick

FOR CLOTHING AND furniture retailers, 

showrooms offer inviting spaces where visi

tors can be immersed in their brands. More 

akin to galleries than retail storefronts, these 

appointment-only places are intended to 

cultivate a rapport with seasoned buyers, 

not provide eye candy to walk-in customers. 

To achieve their unique goals, designers of 

the following trio of showrooms combined a 

muted palette,targetedlighting,andaflexi- 

ble floor plan tocreate interiors that allow 

productstoshine.

CITIZENS OF HUMANITY,

LOS ANGELES
Montalba Architects had specific aims for 

the showroom of premium denim brand 

Citizens of Humanity: The space needed to 
enhance the clothings’ quiet color palette.



walls. Detachable stainless-steel rails for merchandise display punctuate 

each wall, creatingvisually quiet alcovesin which to examinethe clothing.
Atthefloor’s center, custom desksand Eames molded-plywood dining 

chairs form individual—and easily moved—workstations. More steel rails 

holding clothing separate each desk. A40-inch linear skylight bathes the 

space in natural illumination. Lytespan’s 22 MC6track lightingsupplements 
the efforts, adding spots of brightness as well as creating, accordingto 
Montalba, a soothing, “lightly spiritual”feel.

BERNHARDT DESIGN, NEW YORK
Bernhardt Design specializes in high-end contract furnishings and textiles. 
To welcome visitors and allow them to visualize how the products could fit 

various interiors, architect Lauren Rottet employed a milky-white palette, 
luxurious materials, and a spectrum of discreet lighting. Thegoal in this 

“gracious living space,” as she describes it, was to achieve a background 
thatwas “almost invisible.”

Upon enteringthe2o,ooo-square-footshowroom, located in New 
York’s NoMad neighborhood, guests step into aserene reception area with 
afront desk and ceiling-height posterior wall both fashioned from Calacatta 

Lincoln marble. The marble appears again within the showroom’s bar area, 
whose backlit, 20-foot-long overhangwas made with Krion solid surfacing 
fromPorcelanosa.

z§ Custom cut walls by Chelsea Carpenters guide visitors through the 

s space, framing products from multiple vantage points; lit from below with 
I mounted linear cove lights, they appear to float. Contech’sRAH/CTLi30 

I and LT/CTL130 recessed track lighting illuminates the Bernhardt seating, 

g table, and casegoods collections, which are arranged in vignettes. Third-
O* party products including Flos table lamps, Jake Dyson task tights, and

LINEUP
Vignettes pepper 
Bernhardt Design's 
20,ooo-square-foot 
N ew York showroom 
(top), where designer 
Lauren Rottet framed 
views (above) and 
created spaces for 
receptions,likethebar 
and back wall made 
of Calacatta Lincoln 
marble (left).

Atessi accessories are interspersed throughout." We wanted to show how 
Bernhardt's pieces work both as a collection and in concert with other items 

you might have inyour home or office,” says Rottet.
The brand’s extensive textile collection—displayed alonga30-foot wall 

by the bar area—lends a pop of color. The high-gloss, reflective terrazzo 
floor by Amadeus Marble & Granite serves to heighten the showroom’s 

ethereal atmosphere.

KNOLL, HOUSTON
Manufacturer of iconic furnishings by Marcel Breuer, Mies van der 

Rohe, and Charles and Ray Eames, Knoll has a venerable history.

ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM | NOVEMBER/DECEM BER 2016 | SNAP | 19



TRADE SHOWROOMS

For its Houston showroom.the company wanted Architecture 

Research Ofhcetohighlightthatlegacywhile imbuing the space 

with local flavor. The design team then worked with regional sales 

teams to understand the area’s culture and clientele and determined 

that rather than, say, havinga casual feel and stocking products popu

lar with tech companies (as Knoll’s San Francisco showroom does), 

the Houston site needed to be "dressy,” according to ARO principal 

Kim Yao.and reflect the largely corporate market there.

“We played up details that were Texas-oriented andaddressed 

the Knoll brand,” says Yao of her team’s approach. In the reception 

area, a wall made with leather by Knoll sister company Spinneybeck 

provides a backdropfor a corporate timeline. Other walls are 

stamped with Knoll’s historic Circle K logo; brass versions serve 

as door handles and are even inlaid intermittently In the white epoxy 

terrazzo flooring.

Vaulted ceiling panels and acoustic baffles—designed by ARO 

and manufactured by FilzFelt, another Knoll subsidiary—line the 

8,ooo-square-foot showroom. “The space allows you to draw con

nections between different parts of the brand ” explains Yao. The 

samecouid be said ofthe nearly seamless mix of staged vignettes and 

work areas, all featuring Knoll furnishings in various applications.

The result is ashowroom that guides the visitor and highlights 

products but leaves open the possibilities for their uses. It isonly 

through the careful coordination of color, materials, and spatial 

organization that these goals are achieved—and that designers 

create interiors that are bright and inviting and, in the end, capture 

the brand. ■

A FAMILY AFFAIR
Architecture Research 
Office threaded the 
storied history of Knoll 
throughout the 
brand’s Houston 
showroom, adding a 
timeline and 
black-and-white 
images of its designers 
(top). The space 
features numerous 
products from Knoll 
sister companies, such 
as acoustic panels 
by FilzFelt andspace 
dividers made 
with Spinneybeck 
leather (left).

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 | ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM20 I SNAP



Manufactured and installed, we bring you proven floor solutions. Seamless, 
long-lasting, stain, impact and abrasion-resistant floors for Industrial and 
commercial environments. From libraries to labs, we take full responsibility 
for products and installation.

THE

STONHARD

GROUP

FLOORS FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT 800.257.7953 | thestonhardgroup.com 
1000 East Park Avenue, Maple Shade, NJ 08052 USA

© 2016,The Stonhard GroupSTONHARD B liQuicelements'»rtf sourM floots-
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HARDWARE

Finishing Touches
involvescreatinga mold around a waxMARION CAGE mccollam’s Cabinetry

shape. Once the mold is made, the waxhardware is angular and oblique. That design
model is melted away so molten metal candirection makes sense whenyou learn that
be poured inside to form the desired shape.the New Orleans-based artisan is not only
Transitioning from jewelry to bronzea licensed architect but also a former
hardware was “a very natural evolution,’employee of Gensler,Zaha Hadid,and
says McCollam. She also works with Rhino, aBernard Tschumi Architects. “Much of
3-D modeling software that helps her shiftwhat I do, whether it’s adesign fora building
between scale and material.or a drawer pull, is problem-solve,” she says. RIGHT ANGLES

Marion CageAlthough every stage of her workHerproclivityforfinding—and creating— McCoilam utilizes
demands intense focus, McCollam says the old-school castinganswers led herfirsttocraftingjewelry and

techniques and 3-Dfinal product Is almost always unexpected.later to hardware and tabletop accessories. modelingsoftware
It’s very much about creating the right to create her PeakThe Peak collection—designed under

hardware, includingenvironment for happy accidents,” shethe brand name Marion Cage—is (from top left) Hedron
says. Look for more of those soon, as she is pulls. Ingot knobs, andcomposed of six faceted pulls and knobs

an Elongated Shardintroducing drapery hardware next.handcrafted via lost-wax casting. The #1 pull.

—Ashleigh VanHoutenmethod, repopularized by jewelry design.

SNAP I NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 [ ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM22
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ODEN

manufacturer; Krownlab 

PERFORMANCE:Thisarchitecturalsl(ding- 

door hardware system with custom- 
J extruded track has no visible fasteners,

: creatingthe illusion of afloatingdoor.

PRICE range: $$$

; applications: Available in a brushed or 

black stainless-steel finish, Oden can 

support panels up to 400 pounds and 

comes in single, bi-part, and bypass door 

' configurations with adjustable stops.

: KROWNLAB.COM 
! '' (SNAP#213)

UNDULATE SUITE TABLEAU COLLECTION SATURN

© MANUFACTURER: SA Baxter 

PERFORMANCEiCreated via lost-wax 
casting, this comprehensive collection of 

knobs, levers, rosettes, and pulls possess 

graceful curves and organic shapes. 

price range: $$-$$$ 

applications: Cast in bronze, white 

bronze, and solid brass, this hardware suits 

hospitalityand high-end residential use.

The pieces,available in 30 finishes, incor

porate recycled material.

SABAXTER.COM

(SNAP#214)

manufacturer: Atlas Hardware 

PERFORMANCEtThe round and square 

baseand handle components of these door 

and drawer pulls ship unassembled, so they 

can be combined for a custom look.

PRICE range: $

applications: This zinc-alloy collection 

for furniture and kitchen and bath cabinetry 

is offered in four finishes. Sizes range from 

1 tOBinches.

ATLA5T0THETRADE.COM 

(SNAP #215)

I manufacturer: Manital 

performance: This roughlyy-by-e-inch 

metal rosette doorknob set by Mario Mazzer 

and Giovanni Crosera has an inner disc that’s 

customizable and removable.

PRICE range: $$$ 

applications: Designed for use with 

Manital’s Ratio lever,the door fixture comes 

in three finishes and multiple metal and 

leatherdiscoptions.The disc also can be 

laser-engraved. 

manital.com

(SNAP #216)

KEY $ = VAU>E, t$ = MID-RANGE, $it = HI6H-END = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

Mixed Media
FOR nearly 40years, Waterworks
has been crafting metal bath and kitchen 

fixtures, bringing elegance to everyday 

fittings. In tight of that mastery, it might 

come as a surprise that luxury leather 

goods inspired the Danbury, Connecticut- 

based company’s latest collection of 

hardware and accessories.

The nearly 80 offerings feature 

uncommon material pairings: Pulls are 

fashioned from saddle-stitched Italian 

leather, and knobs are made of solid 

walnut and polished brass. For direction, 

the team looked to “the decorative 

elements of antique furniture and steamer 

trunks, which balance wood and metal in a 

beautifulyet protective way,”according 

to Peter Satlick, CEO and creative director 

of Waterworks. Other pieces are 

sculptural and organic, incorporating 

horn and onyx. “Mixing materials and 

finishes is very on-trend with designers 

right now,” explains Sallick. “We’re 

also seeing more interest in this from 

our clients.” —Dina Hampton

i r

T

GET A GRIP Inspired by antique furniture and
steamertrunks. Waterworks’hardware collection-
including (clockwise from top left) the Riverside
leather puli, Stockton walnut knob, and Attersee
leather pull—features unexpected material pairings.

ARCHITECTURALRECORD.COM | NOVEMBEr/dECEMBER 2016 SNAP I 23



Design Trends
Professional Growth 
Product Launches 
Networking • Events

Innovation • Inspiration 
Learning Opportunities

We’re ready. Are you? Kick off 2017 with the ultimate 
destination for everything kitchen and bath. Register 
now at kbis.com.

KBS ORLANDO 
JANUARY 10-12
2017

Kitchen Bath BusinessKnCH^+BAIH

it all starts here!n □ a Q H
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ADVANCE LIFTS

DISAPPEARING DOCK LIFT

NOW YOU SEE IT NOW YOU DON’T

An Advance dock lift is the only equipment
THAT CAN SERVICE ALL TRUCKS.

• White Paper (Selection Guide) 

• Lift Specifications Sheets

• Architectural Specifications

• Pit & Pad Drawings

Available at ADVAMCEIAETSiCOM

ISO 9001:2008 
Certifiedmade

in USA

1- -843-3625
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HVAC

A Fan of the Arts
EASY, BREEZY
The Artisan collection 
by Big Ass Solutions 
features seven original 
designs screenprinted 
onto the company’s 
energy-efficient ceiling 
fans. The options, 
including Dapper 
Delineation (above), 
suitcommercialand 
residential interiors.

suit a child’s room. Luke Achterberg’s 
Dapper Delineation, whose red racing 
lines reference tricked-out hot rods, 
would lend a splash of color to a res
taurant or office space. The artists 
receive royalties on the sales of their 
fans as well as greater public exposure.

“The Artisan collection Is ourflagship 
method for inspiring people to think 

about their ceiling as the fifth wall,” 
explains company spokesperson Josh 
Kegley. The fans provide ways to “bring 
works of kinetic art into homes and 

businesses ” he adds. —Sharon Katz

screenprinted versions of seven original 
works created by local artists. Available 

on the 6o- and 84-inch-djameter 
models, the reproductions boast all the 
functionality that the company’s fans 
afford, including an integrated motion 
sensor and mobile-app control. Each 
artwork exudes a different character to 
suit a range of residential and commer
cial interiors. Hunter and Amelia 

Stamps’s Flying Machine, for instance, 
with its Leonardo da Vinci-inspired 
drawings of old-fashioned airplanes, 
hot-air balloons, and bird’s wings, would

IN ADDITION TO eliciting chuckles with 
its cheeky name, Big Ass Fans drew 
much attention when it debuted its first 
collection of attractive, efficient, and, 

well, big-ass commercial fans in 1999. 
But in 2012, the Lexington, Kentucky- 

based company—now known as Big Ass 
Solutions—made even bigger waves 
with a modern and sculptural line called 

Haiku. In the latest twist, the manu
facturer has updated these bestselling 
ceilingfans by turningtheir airfoils into 

triptych canvases.
The Artisan collection features

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 I ARCH1TECTURALR6CORO.COM26 I SNAP
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33CONNECTSTAT FOUR-WAY BLACK 
CEILING CASSETTE

CITY MULTI L-GENERATION 

AIR SOURCE
HEAT-ONLY THERMOSTAT 
WITH TOUCHSCREENmanufacturer: Carrier 

performance: This wi-fi thermostat 

lets facility managers monitor and control 

HVAC systems on a computer or smart device. 

PRICE range: $$ 

applications: Featuringa built-in 

humidity sensor, the touchscreen unit can be 

paired with a remote sensorfor readingthe 

temperature in another space or outside the 

building. The web portal and app include free 

cloud access and are password-protected. 

carrier.com

(SNAP #217)

manufacturer: LG 

performance: The sleek black grille 

blends into darker ceilings, offeringa better 

fit for modern commercial interiors.

PRICE range: $$

applications: Measurings'square, the 

grille can be user-adjusted in four sections to 

customize comfort. For interior applications, 

the cassette is ceiling-recessed; as an 

architectural grille, it is flush-mounted. 

LG.COM 

(SNAP#218)

MANUFACTURER: Mitsubishi Electric 

performance: This outdoor 

heat pump unit utilizes azinc-aluminum flat 

tube exchanger to maximize heat transfer 

capability and improve efficiency. 

price range: $$-$$$ 

applications: Ideal for commercial and 

multifamily building projects, the unit hasa 

30% smaller footprint than priormodels.lt 

operates more quietly, too, at 58 to 65dBA. 

mitsubishipro.com

(SNAP#219)

manufacturer: Uponor 

performance: Controllinghome 
hydronicradiant-heatingsystems is easy with 

Uponor’sfirst-evertouchscreen thermostat.

price range: $$

applications: The thermostat utilizes 

operative temperature readings from an air 

orfioor sensor, or both.Thefloor sensor- 

purchased separately—also protects 

surfaces from overheating, 

UPONORPRO.COM 

(SNAP #220)

KEY S = VALUE, $t = MIO-RANGE, $t$ = HIGH-END = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

Every Breath You Take
today’s smarT'Home market is 

flooded with connected security and 

HVAC automation solutions, so it was 

only a matter of time before these two 

categories merged.That's the idea behind 

Panasonic’s Smart Home lAQsystem. 

Expandingon the brand’s existing 

Connected Home security-monitoring 

system, this new component, which 

debuted in November at Greenfouild, will 

use the same wi-fi communication hubfor 

ventilation and fresh-air systems, too.

At press time, Smart Home lAQ was 

beginninga multiphase rollout starting 

with Panasonic’scustomizable Whisper- 

Green Select ventilation fans. Eventually 

the system will include asmart module; 

additional fresh-air and HVAC products; 

and a package of sensors for detecting 

moisture levels, temperature,and 

pollutants. The latter will work in concert 

with the hub to monitor and control 

airflow as well as expel airbornetoxins. 

The manufacturer is even planningto

incorporate kitchen exhaust systems

atafuturedate.

In a statement, Jim Shelton, vice

president of Panasonic Eco Solutions
North America, said, “This platform

will ultimatelyevolveto include other

integrated systems such as smart lighting.

appliances, solar, and energy storage.’

For homeowners and businesses, such a

holistic wellness and security solution

would be a breath of fresh air. —SK

blown away
Panasonic’s nascent Smart Home lAQsystem will eventually
serveasa platform for monitoringandcontrollinga
building’s security, lighting, temperature, andfresh-air
intake,amongotherthings(graphicat left). The company’s
WhisperGreenSelectventilationfan (above) is the first item
to be integrated into the system.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2016 | SNAPARCHiTECTURALRECORD.COM 27



BEAUTIFUL, DURABLE, EASY!

ALUMILINE -
Metal Ceilings & Walls
Alumiline Linear Metal Ceiling System planks are available in elegant 8', 

10', or custom lengths. This industry-first in ceiling plank design is made 

from extruded aluminum and is not pan-rolled like traditional metal ceil

ing panels. Alumiline is an excellent choice for external applications or 

high-humidity environments such as soffits, carports, or swimming pools. 

For projects requiring sound absorption, recycled cotton acoustical backer 

can be installed above the Alumiline ceiling.

Features & Benefits:
P Fast & easy installation 

I No special tools required for installation clips 

I Washable, scrub-able, mold- & mildew-resistant 

» Aluminum trim available
I Can be used on vertical wall applications using direct attach clips 

I Scored, radius, or barrel vault instructions available using radius grid 

I Available for interior & exterior applications 
I Acoustical control is accomplished by installing ASI Echo Eliminator^*^ 

or Quiet Liner^*^ above or behind

Applications:
Auditoriums, bars, restaurants, conference and boardrooms, open office 

areas, hotels, sports and entertainment venues, casinos, aquatic centers, 

retail stores, theaters, convention centers, lobbies, gymnasiums, arenas, 

houses of worship, schools, airports, rail stations and more.

Alumiline - Bottom ViewAlumiline - Top View

ACOUSTICALlSURFACES, INC.STOP NOISE

CELEBRATING 35 Vf/lffS- SOUNDPROOFING, ACOUSTICS, NOISE & VIBRATION SPECIALISTS! 
952.448.5300 | 800.448.0121 | sales@acousticalsurfaces.com | www.acousticalsurfaces.comTM

SNAP 150
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Introducing new BlMCreate™ and CABCreate™ design tools from Otis
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..... "r contractors to design their own elevator aesthetic package
and view highly sophisticated, realistic renderings
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KITCHENS

Mixand Match
Antonella di Nuzzo, blends aged 
wood, copper, and brass on cabinet runs; 
it also offers glass doors. And the 
Miuccia kitchen, by TM Italia, unites 
rose-copper hardware and stone 
countertops with lacquered midnight- 

blue cabinet boxes.
The enhanced palette offers design

ers an alternative to the “kitchen as 
antiseptic laboratory” approach, says 
architect Christopher Rawlins. He con- 
tinues,“l appreciate the more expansive 
notion that a kitchen can be as rich, 
warm, and tactile as one of our bespoke 

living rooms.” —Leslie Clagett

THESE DAYS, kitchen systems are taking 

a bolder approach to combining 
materials, marryinga variety of surface 

treatments in statement-making 
proportions. In the past,diverse options- 
such as a metal panel Inset In a wooden 

doorframe—only served as accents. 
Now, contrasting materials can com
prise an entire door or drawer front.

Exemplifying the mix-it-up trend is 

Alno’s Attract kitchen, which pairs 
distressed oak with black-glass panels 
and bronzed-metal drawers. Doimo 
Cucine’s SoHo kitchen, conceived 
by Imago Design's Willy Dalto and

OPPOSITES ATTRACT Today’s kitchens are incorporating multiple finishing materials 
like wood, copper, and brass, as in DoimoCucine’s Soho kitchen (top) and oak, black 
glass.and bronzed metal.as In Alno’s Attract kitchen (above).
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k2005 faucet 36-inch induction cooktop UPR 503 UNDERCOUNTER 

REFRIGERATOR

CHEF CENTER SINK

manufacturer: Cinaton 

performance: This single-hole 

faucet offers hands-free control of 13 

functions, indudingtemperature,flow rate, 

pause, and three user-defined presets. 

PRICE range: $$

APPLICATIONS: ADA-compliant and 

WaterSense-certified,thefixture can pivot 

150 degrees. It is available in brushed or 

polished nickel and comes with a 120/240 AC 

adapter and four AA backup batteries to 

ensure use in the event of a power outage. 

CINATON.COM 

(SNAP #221)

MANUFACTURER: Verona 

PERFORMANCE: The electric induction 

cooktop features an easy-to-clean black 

ceramic surface and soft-touch digital 

controls that sit at the front of the unit. 

PRICE RANGE: $$

APPLICATIONS: Ail five burners can detect 

a pan’s presence, while a fast-boil setting 

can be used on three at a time. An alarm 

signals accidental spills;there is also a 

hot-surface and residual-heat indicator. 

VERONAAPPLIANCES.COM 

(SNAP #222)

manufacturer: Franke 

PERFORMANCE: Made of 18-gauge 

stainless steel, this undermount sink comes 

with afuil line of accessories—colander, 

cutting board, and drain board—that lie 

flush with the counter.

PRICE range: $$

applications: The sink is available in 

28-and 34-inch widths that suit 30-and 

36-inch cabinets. One lidded compartment 

flanking the bowl connects to the drain line 

to facilitate composting.

FRANKE.US 

(SNAP #223)

manufacturer: Liebherr 

performance: This4/5-cubic-foot • 

appliance, which has pull-out glass shelves 

andfull-extension storage drawers, can be 

fitted with a custom panel to coordinate with 

the cabinetry.

PRICE range: $$$

APPLICATIONS: The 24-inch, Energy Star

rated fridge needs no swing-out space.

Its height and depth can be adjusted toalign 

with counters up to 34 inches.

LIEBHERR-APPLIANCES.COM 

(SNAP #224)

©KEY $ = VALUE, it = MID-RANSE, tit = HIGH-END = ECO-FRIENDLY ATTRIBUTES

S:SNAP BACK

A Growing Concern DILLON KYLE
Prindpal
Dillon Kyle Architects 

Houston(CAN A KITCHEN LAYOUT change howweeat? Mario 

Zeppetzauer.a managing director of Austrian industrial-design 

firm Formquadrat, thinks so. With the Vokingkitchen, he says, 

“We aim to show that design can make vegetarian cooks’lives 

easier.” Currently in prototype, the kitchen features seven 

freestanding unitsthatsupportthe preparation of meat-free 

meals through specialized appliances, fixtures, and storage 

areas. The unit, which features active and passive zones, 

includes a module devoted to spice making—complete with 

a mortar carved into the counter and a bank of ceramic storage 

containers. Voking’s double-bowl sink accommodates seed- 

sprouting trays, while its glass-front cabinets incorporate 

Urban Cultivator’s indoor gardening system, which allows 

the user to grow microgreens and herbs.

Although there are nofirm plans to produce the Voking, the 

project’s wide range of backers—including such kitchen, food, 

and furniture purveyors as Gaggenau, Dornbracht, Team 7, 
Cosentino, Eisinger Swiss/Franke, and Pfeffersack & 

Soehne—indicates there is interest in the subject. But 

Zeppetzauer says the aim is simple: “We want to have a positive 

impact on the future of nutrition and cooking.” —LC

“Our clients want appliances where 

they want them, not where they‘have’ 

to be. Individual column-style freezers, 

refrigerators, and wine coolers can 

be positioned at any location: in the 

kitchen or even beyond it.”

SNAP FACT

U.S. homeowners remodel a total of

1.8 MILLION
kitchenseachyear.

source: SIZE Of JNCUErffY REPORT, JUNE 2016, 

NATIONAL KITCHEN AND BATH ASSOCIATIONGREEN LIVING Formquadrat’s concept design for a kitchen that 
supports vegetarian cookingfeatures anindoorgardeningsystem.a 
spice-makingstation,and a bank of ceramic storage containers.
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STAIRS + ELEVATORS

Access Granted
works no matter how a phone screen is 
held to the scanner. “We couldn’t find the 
right technology,” he notes, so Schindler 

developed its own.
Introduced stateside last spring, 

myPORT is in use at the new ground-floor 
headquarters of the Independent Living 
Resource Center of San Francisco 
(ILRCSF), a disability-rights advocacy 
organization Schindler had previously 
partnered with on product development. 
All ILRCSF employees have some sort of 
physical or mental challenge, and the 
system assists them with entry and office 
doors. The partnership offers the manu
facturer an intimate opportunity to 
“understand those with special needs,” 
says Blain. It also gives Schindler a chance 
to study how myPORT can facilitate 
independence and seamless movement 

fo r a 11. — Braulio Agn ese

THE LATEST ITERATION of Schilldler’s
destination-dispatch elevator technology, 

myPORT creates a smart-buildingaccess 
system with users’ cellphones. “What 
started out as a way to get better perfor

mance from elevators has become a 
sophisticated interface ” says Jeff Blain, 
manager of destination products for the 
company. The free iPhone and Android app 
employs Bluetooth technology to summon 
an elevator. But it’s able to unlock and open 
doors, too: a boon for disabled users.

The myPORT app serves as a building 
key, allowing registered residents to pass 
security; itthen calls an elevator for them. 
Residents can also send visitors a text 
message with a unique color video that 
can be used at a myPORT terminal for 
onetime entry. Schindlertried QR codesfor 

this feature, says Blain, but the images’ 
geometry tended to misalign; the video

GOtNG UP Designed foruse in buildings equipped with Schindler products, 
the myPORT app (above) can call an elevator, lock doors, and provide security 
access toguests. It can also serve as a building-entry key (top).
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WENTWORTH MONOSPACE 500 SKYBUILD

MANUFACTURER:Otis Elevator Co. 

PERFORMANCEiThis interior construction 
elevator rises with a tower’s elevator shaft, 

hoisting itself one story as each floor is 

completed. When construction ends, the 

entire system remains in place to serve the 

building’s users.

PRICE range: $$

applications: Suitable for any tower 

project specifying an Otis SkyRise elevator, 

this seven-story system with 3,500-pound 

capacity can climb 985 feet.

OTIS.COM 

(SNAP #227)

p7 posta

manufacturer; c.R, Laurence 

performance: This post railing comes 
in four configurations: end, center,

90-degree corner, and 135-degree angled. 

Each can adjust up to finches in heightto 

compensate for uneven surfaces.

PRICE range: $$

applications: Designed for commercial, 
institutional, and hospitality spaces, the 

P7 comes in two standard heights and two 

stainless-steel finishes. Custom powder- 

coated colors are also available. 

CRL-ARCH.COM 

(SNAP #228)

MANUFACTURER; House of Forgings 

PERFORMANCE:Theses/8-inch-thick 
solid-iron stair and railing balusters, 

available in smooth and hammered 

textures, stand 44 inches tall.

PRICE range: $$

APPLICATIONS: Offered in a trio of round 
and square styles, the balusters for 

idential and hospitality use come in three 

finishes;satin black, satin clear, and oil- 

rubbed bronze. The two newel options 

47 inches high. 

houseofforgings.net

(SNAP #22S)

MANUFACTURER: KoneCorp. 

performance: Besides not 
requiring the usual central machine room for

operation.the Monospace soofeatures a 

regenerative-drive technology that reduces 

energy consumption by up to 20 percent.

PRICE range: $$

APPLICATIONS: Suitable for residential 

and commercial applications, the elevator is 

available with four door options, eight 

signalization series, and 52 car interiors in 

six design themes.

KONE.US 

(SNAP #226)

res-

are
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History Lesson
WHEN PRESENT ARCHITECTURE

undertook the revitalization of 660 

Congress Street in Portland, Maine, 

the boarded-upi886 building came 

with a landmarked facade and a burned- 

out interior. Given this blank slate,firm 

Cofounders Andre Guimond and Evan 

Erlebacher took every opportunity to 

showcase their proclivity for subdued 

modernism throughout the building, 

most notably in the custom-designed, 

blackened-steel interior stairway 

nectingthe residences on the second 

and third floors.

The New York City-based architects 

settled on a metal balustrade early in 

the design process. Guimond said their 
initial ideas, which ranged from “opaque 

and solid to organic or algorithmic,” 

reflected the partners’ earlier stints at 

Toyo Ito (Guimond) and Zaha Hadid 
(Erlebacher). Yet the final, understated 

solution—thin but wide balusters that 

alternate between fine and solid vertical

lines—embodies the evo/vlngstyle of the 

pair’s five-year-old studio.

Guimond credits the fabricators 

at Cumberland Ironworks and Larry 

Wichroski of Engineering Design 
Professionals with helping Present 

Architecture understand what was 

technicallyandstructurallyfeasible 

within theclient’s $52,000 stair budget 

($29,000 of it went to metalwork). 

Cumberland shop-fabricated the staircase 

in four pieces, which were then trucked to 

the jobsite and threaded through the 

front-door opening. The entire process, 

completed in one day, proved faster and 

more accurate than on-sitefabrication 

wouldhavebeen.

With the stairway, Guimond explains, 

"we wanted to be sensitive to the existing 

building.” But the journeyto the winning 

design, he adds, helped Erlebacher 

and him “better understand where [the 

firm] was headed ” both stylistically 

and intellectually. —BA

con- MODERN MARVEL
Present Architecture’s 
revitalization of ani88os 
bujfdingin Portland, Maine, 
includedacustom 
biackened-steel interior 
stairway whose design 
alternates between fine and
solid forms (from above).

AftCHireCTURALRECORD.COM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 201 6
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STOREFRONTS + ENTRANCES

Amongthe Trees lui.

} t*' -

The doors also facilitate access to the 
uncovered ADA-compliant ramp that 
winds from the deck to ground level, 

at 14 feet below.
Monterey’s top-hung doors and flush 

threshold, as well as the doors’ ability 
to disappear, proved essential to the tree- 

house’s final design. To allow for the largest 
capacity possible, “we needed to ensure 
the doors cleared an exterior cantilevered 
roof beam,” says Browne. So they did. The 
structure can now accommodate agroup 
of 49 when its entryways are fully open.

The camp currently welcomes children 
in the fall on a weekend-only basis; the 
plan is to expand to weeklong summer 
sessions by 2018. The treehouse, however, 
is already providing a regular gathering 
place for adults, whether they’re attending 

corporate events ortrainingsessions 
for veterans wrestling with posttraumatic 
stress disorder, it’s a peaceful, airy retreat 
for all that is, in a word, awesome.

—Braulio Agnese

ARCHITECT JEFFERSON BROWNE SayS 

“awesome” a lot when discussingSpace 
Crab, a treehouse he built for Camp 
Southern Ground in Peachtree City, 
Georgia. One look at the i,ooo-square-foot 

domed space reveals why. The structure— 
a cross between a spaceship and a horse
shoe crab—is a stunning addition to the 
camp, which is devoted to the educational 

and emotional growth of children, 
especially those with disabilities.

Originally envisioned as a 300-square- 
foot retreat, the treehouse grew in 
response to calls for “maximum acces
sibility and a barrier-free experience of the 
outdoors,” says Browne. To that end, the 
structure’s entrance features two 9-foot- 
high, nearly lo-foot-wide doorways from 

CR. Laurence’s S80 Series Monterey 
bifold glass wall system. The black-frame 
doors, which tuck into exterior nooks, offer 

an expansive view of the surrounding 
woods, creating a seamless indoor/outdoor 
connection to the 300-square-foot deck.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
TaskedtodesignatreehouseforCampSouthern Ground,which concentrates 
on children’sacademicandemotionai health, architect Jefferson Browne 
opted fortheSSo Series Monterey bifold glass wall system byC.R. Laurence. 
The doors offer unobstructed exterior views (top) along with easy access to 
and from the ADA-compliant ramp(above).
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149 SERIES SWITCHFALLBROOK YHS 50 fs/fi

manufacturer: YKKAP America 

performance: The latest addition to the 

ProTek line of hurricane-and blast-mitigation 

storefrontsystemsspansuptoi2feetand 

can withstand pressure up to 90 PSF.

PRICE range: $$$ 

applications: Especially useful in 

hurricane-prone zones, the YHS 50 FS/FI 

features inside-glazed construction that 

allows developers tooptforastorefront 

solution rather than acurtain wall. 

YKKAP.COM 

(SNAP #231)

ALUMAGRIL
manufacturer: C.R. Laurence 

performance: This front-loaded, 

dry-glaze interior partition system with a 

minimal profile can accommodate ''A- and 
Vi-inch-thick monolithic tempered glass. 

PRICE range: $$

applications: With its ultrathin door 

frame and sidelight channels, this office- 

space system comes in a choice of two 

stainless-steel finishes and door hardware 

in round and square formats. 

CRL-ARCH.COM 

(SNAP #229)

manufacturer: DeltrexUSA 

performance: Designed to withstand 

vandalism, bad weather, and heavy use, 

this stainless-steel switch for standard 

and custom electric mounting boxes has 

a lifespan of up to 1 million cycles.

PRICE range: $

applications: Suited to exterior, high- 

traffic,and public-access uses, the product 

has an actuator plate mounted flush with the 

base for easy maintenance.

DELTREXUSA.COM 

(SNAP #230)

manufacturer: Babcock Davis 

performance: Thismodulan-inch- 

deep aluminum entryway grille, usable in 

level-bed and deep-pit installations, has 

a:,2oo-pound rolling load.

PRICE range: $$

applications: Offeringastainless-steel 

look at a lower cost, the grille comes in plank, 

waffle, and rectangular configurations in 

sizes up to 48 inches square.

BABCOCKDAVtS.COM 

(SNAP #232)

KEY $ = VALUE, tt = MID-RANGE, i$$ = HIGH-END

SuperiorCourt
double-loaded space, the corridor 

along the facade “would be filled with 

diffuse light.”

ThefirmturnedtoTubelitewhen 

it came to the requisite transparency 

and security, specifying more than 

14,000 square feet of storefront, 

framing,and other products. The 

manufacturer's 400 Series curtain 

wall, in particular, helped the team 

realize its design vision, in which the 

north facade was composed of a 

series of differently sized rectangles 

and squares.

Aside from lettingthesunshine 

in. these varied glass shapes mitigate 

the imposing presence that court 

buildings traditionally possess. 

“Since this was a family court,” 

TowerPinkster’s Novotny explains, 

“we wanted to get away from [the 

usual] dauntinghierarchyand 

provide asofter feel and a sense of 

clarity and individuality.” You’ll find 

no objection here. —BA

BECAUSE legal proceedings 

frequently induce stress, designers of 

court buildings strive to soothe 

visitors’agitated mindsthrough a 

variety of architectural and interior 

solutions. For HOK and Michigan- 

based TowerPinkster, that strategy 

translated into letting natural 

light—and plenty of it—into the pair’s 

Gull Road Justice Complex in 

Kalamazoo, Michigan.

To achieve their aim, the firms 

opted to make the north face of the 

low-slung, 8i,200-square-foot 

building, which houses the county’s 

family courts, almost entirely glass. 

The structure’s strategically placed 

rooftop clerestories also bring 

illumination deep into the structure, 

courtrooms included. “The concept 

waste put public and hearing-room 

entries along that facade,” says 

Jason Novotny, director of design 

at TowerPinkster. That way, he 

continues, instead of beinga dark.

RAYS OF LIGHT
Tubelite'sglass Storefront 
andframingproducts—its 
400 Series curtain wall 
amongthem—helped 
architectural firms HOK and 
TowerPinksterflood the Gull 
Road Justice Complex in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, with 
soothing natural light 
(above). Rooftop clerestories 
ailowsunlighttofiow into the 
courtrooms (right).
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Trains, Planes, 
and Pickups Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, 

and NebraskaMidwestern manufacturers are driving their 
states'economies.
BY J. MICHAEL WELTON

^ manufacturer: MPGiobal Products 

location: Norfolk, Nebraska 
products: Radiant-heatfilm and systems, 
thermal packaging, vinyl flooring, zip-up 
ceiling systems, and polyethylene-and 
acoustic-foam underlayments. 

founded: 1997 
employees: 150 
PRICE range: $$ 

MPGLOBALPROOUCTS.COM

PEOPLE ASSUME agricul
ture fuels the Midwest’s 
fortunes, but manufactur
ing plays a key role, too.

The latter is the largest 
Industry in Iowa, makingup 

17 percent of the state’s GDP. “We added 16,000 

manufacturing jobs in 2014,” says Tina Hoffman, 
marketingand communications director at the 
state's Economic Development Authority in Des 
Moines. As with agriculture, the market “has been 
contracting a bit” in the past two years, she notes. 
Nonetheless, building companies account for about 

10 percent of Iowa’s 216,167 manufacturing jobs.
Though best known for aviation products, Kansas 

also hasathrivingmanufacturingindustry.AtVersaflex 

in Kansas City, sales of polyurea-based items are up 
by 10 percent in five years. President Dave Cercie 
expects more of the same in the future. “A large part 
of that will be based on continued infrastructure 
improvements on bridges and tunnels,” he explains.
We have good solutions forthose types of problems;

As for Missouri, “we’re a truck state,” says director 
Mike Downing of the Missouri Department of Eco
nomic Development in Jefferson City. He’s referenc- 
inga Ford F-150 plant in Kansas City and a GM plant in 
Wentzville. “Since 2009, we’ve created 16,200 auto
motive jobs, with over $2 billion in capital investment.

Agriculture has declined in Nebraska thanks to 
corn’s plummeting prices. Manufacturing represents 
$14 billion of the state’s GDP, with building products 
accounting for less than a tenth of that. Bright spots 
are Kawasaki, which is making railcars for Washing
ton, D.C.’s Metro, and Hastings HVAC, a leader in 
commercial heatingandcoolinggoods. “We’re doing 
10 to 15 percent better than last year,” says Hastings 
vice president Shawn Hartman, pointing out that this 
July was the best in the company’s 15-year history.

You can’t ask for more than that.

N .
t-

manufacturer: FoxBlocks 
^ location: Omaha. Nebraska 

products: Insulated concreteforms.

founded: 2006 employees: 40 
PRICE range: $$

FOXBLOCKS.COM

«

K '"T%

»

t
b-
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manufacturer: Hastings HVAC 
location: Hastings, Nebraska 

products: Commercial and industrial HVAC 
equipment.

founded: 2001 employees: 40 
price range: $-$$$ hastingshvac.com
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SNAPSHOTS

IOWA
In the Hawkeye state,payroll costs are nearly

18.2 PERCENT

below the national average.

Of thepatents issued in 
Iowa over the last five 
years,78 percent 
concerned advanced 
manufacturing needs.

sources: state library of jowa; iowa 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

KANSAS
In 2015, the Sunflower state was the

30th

most expensive state in which to do business.

The Kansas economy 
shrank in 2015, contracting 
in three of four quarters.

SOUBCBSS KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF commerce; 
THE WICHITA EAGLE

MISSOURImanufacturer:
Prosoco

location: Lawrence, Kansas 
products: Solutions for 
making building envelopes 
air-and watertight and for 

cleaning, protecting, 

maintaining,and restoring 
concrete and masonry. 

founded: 1939 
employees: 95 
pricerange:
PROSOCO.COM

Between 2015 and 2016, the Show-Me state 
climbed 12 positions, from

44 TO 32

on the ACEEE's annual State Energy 
Efficiency Scorecard.

The Tax Foundation has 
consistently ranked Missouri 
in the top 10 states for low 
corporate income taxes.

sources: AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR AN ENERGY- 
EFFICIENT ECONOMY; THE MISSOURI PARTNERSHIP

manufacturer: Thermomass 

location: Boone.lowa 
products: Fiber composite connectors and prefabricated 
systems for cast- 

in-place walls, 
plant-precast wall 

panels,andsite- 
casttilt-up 
wall panels. 

founded: 1980 
employees: 70 
PRICE range: $$ 

thermomass.com

V 8

NEBRASKA.4
II

lnAugust20i6,the 
Cornhuskerstate’s 
unemployment rate was 
3.3 percent versus the 
national average of 5 percent.manufacturer: Structurflex 

location: Kansas City, Missouri 
products: Tensile fabrics,structures,and systems. 

founded: 2006 employees: 6
price range: $-$$$ STRUCTURFLEX.COM

7

In August 20t6, Nebraska averaged

manufacturingjobs, which was600 fewer 
than it had the month before.

source: NEBRASKA DEPARTUENTOF 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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GREENSOURCE

Earth First!
On Novembers, sustainable design resource BuildingGreen announced the 201/ winners of its Top 10 Green 
Building Products award. We offer an in-depth look at all the honorees.

9f1. AQUEOUS HYBRID ION “SALTWATER 
BATTERY
Aquion Energy
Pittsburgh
aquionenergy.com

Aquion’s battery for grid-tied photovoltaic 

systems stores power by utilizing sodium- 

sulfate electrolytes rather than corrosive 

sulfuric acid or flammable lithium salts. 

These nonhazardous alternatives, including 

the attendant lithium manganese-oxide 

anode, are inexpensive,abundant,and safe 

to use. The battery contains no PVC and 

meets Cradle to Cradle standards.

(SNAP #260)

4. SECUROCK EXOAIR 430
USGandTremco
Chicago/Beachwood.Ohio
usg.com/tremcosealants.com

Unlike most weather-resistive barriers, 

Securock ExoAir 430 is easy to install:Simply 
hanging it completes 80 percent of the 

process. The fiberglass-faced sheathing 

comes with afactory-appliedTremco fluid 

barrier,whichreducestime and trades 

needed on the site. It also ensures a more 

uniform application of the membrane 

and increased protection against air and 

moisture penetration. (SNAP #263)

3. HYPERPURE WATER PIPING
Legend
San Antonio
legendvalve.com

This flexible potable water pipe provides an inexpensive, simple-to- 

install, and environmentally friendly alternative to copper, chlo

rinated PVC, and cross-linked polyethyleneoptions. The bimodal 

polyethylene product Is easily recycled and does not leave the 

water with a chemical taste, (snap #262)

2. ACETYLATED WOOD
Accoya
Dallas

accoya.com

5. PHOENIX COMPOSTING TOILET
Advanced Composting Systems 
Whitefish, Montana 
compostlngtoilet.com

A nontoxic alternative tochemically preserved wood, these FSC- 

certified radiatapine products aretreated with acetic anhydride. The 

colorless acid changes the chemistry of the wood’s cell walls, making 

the material impervious to moisture and rot; it also keeps the wood 

from shrinking, swelling, or absorbingwater. These properties make 

it an ideal choicefor exterior applications, including windows, doors, 

decking, cladding, and engineered products. (Snap #261)

Because the toilet composts waste on-site, it eliminates the need 

for a septic tank or municipal sewer system. The unit uses a bio

chamber whose 4-watt fan creates negative pressure for ventilation. 

Daily upkeep is minimal—you mostly add wood shavings and mix 

the compost—and after 18 months, the resulting product can be 

used as a non-food crop fertilizer. (SNAP #264)
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Epro's Fu y Integrated Fie d In tal ed Composite Waterproofing System 
Provides the Most Protection, Fastest Installation, Lowest Cost 

and Best Warranty in the Industry Today!

Four New Field Installed Systems Available...

• System 111 CWB Concrete / CMU Wall Waterproofing

• System III RDB Roof / Deck Waterproofing

• System III MBB Waterproofing / Gas Barrier

• System III LWB Blindside Waterproofing / Gas Barrier

Excellent Strength and Chemical Resistance - the
result of the unique field installed composite system 
design utilizing HOPE,

Seamless - The highly flexible spray or fluid applied 
membrane forms a monolithic barrier.

Exceptional Adhesion - The sprayed or fluid applied 
membrane bonds tenaciously to almost any 
substrate in almost any condition including green 
concrete or a damp substrate,

Self Sealing - The bentonite layers seal at any 
penetration of the system.

Redundant Protection - Multiple waterproofing 
protection courses and drainage plane,

Waterproofing Systems

800-882-1896 • www.eproserv.com

SNAP 38



GREENSOURCE

6. POWER HUB DRIVER
Nextek
Detroit
nextekpower.com

Most office equipment, including LED lighting and computers, runs 

on DC-grid power. However, for those devices that don’t, there’s 

Nextek’s Power Hub Driver (PhD), which converts AC into 380-volt 

DC, and then to a safe-to-handle 24-volt current. By doing so en 

masse instead of one machine at a time, PhD saves material costs, 

reduces e-waste, and increases a device’s reliability. (SNAP #265)

9. D-RAIN JOINT 
RAINWATER FILTER DRAIN
Biomicrobics 
Shawnee, Kansas 
biomicrobics.com

8. COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC 
LAWNMOWERS
Mean Green Products
Hamilton,Ohio
meangreenproducts.com

Used in placeof pavers,the 

D-Rainoffersacost-effective 

solution to stormwater runoff. It 

resembles a standard concrete- 

slab expansion joint but offers 

a roughly 1-inch gap that allows 

water to drain just below the 

surface at a rate of up to 5 

gallons a minute per linear 

foot. D-Rain comes in 8-foot 

lengths that can be installed in 

concrete and asphalt sidewalks 

and driveways. (SNAP#268)

Mean Green lawnmowers 

requirenofuel, produce zero 

emissions,and need minimal 

maintenance. They utilize lith

ium energy module (LEM) bat

tery technology and last two to 

seven hours per charge. Mean 

Green offers 48-inch stand-on 

models and 52-and 60-inch 

ZTR ridingoptions;all help 

meet LEED goals for building 

operations and maintenance. 

(SNAP #267)

10. HVAC LOAD REDUCTION (HLR) VENTILATION
EnVerid
Boston
enverid.com

7. DESIGNTEX TEXTILES
Designtex
NewYork
designtex.com

EnVerid’s HLR ventilation system cleans indoorair by running it 

through a recyclable sorbent cartridge that removes contaminants 

such as VOCs and formaldehyde. The system also brings in enough 

outdoor air to maintain positive pressure, with sensors providing 

real-time feedback to maximize air quality and energy savings based 

on a building’s needs. The modular product can be installed on 

a wide variety of HVAC systems, with each unit managing approxi

mately 20,000 square feet, (snap #269)

The global textile industry has one of the 

worst environmental records of any manu

facturing sector; its complex supply chain 

also makes finding more equitable options 

difficult. Designtex counters this with its 

catalog of over 8,000 materials, which 

allows specifiers to search by fabric, pat

tern, color, and environmental certification 

while filtering for a number of sustainability 

and performance metrics. (SNAP #266)
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EvolutionTM

Th^ma] and Moisture Protection

Thermal and 
Moisture 
Protection 
Roof and 
Wall Panels
Division 7 Thermal and 
Moisture Protection 
Specification Section 
07411 - Manufactured 
Roof Panels
The Overiy Evolutbn metal wall and 
roof system is without raised batten 
or standing seams and exposed 
fasteners. The system consists of a 
hidden drain channel, compression 
bar, cover cap and cladding sheets. 
The smooth, contemporary design 
appears mcxiolithic when viewed 
from just a short distance. It’s an 
‘Evolution’ to all the standard metal 
wall and roof systems available 
throughout the history of the industry.

Applications
The Overly Evolution system can be 
instiled on sloped roofs and vertical 
wails. Panels can be curved arxl/or 
tapered for barrel vaults and domes 
or spherical shapes. The system 
features hidden fasteners and an 
internal drainage component which 
removes any moisture that migrates 
into the system and skiltfuily 
designed joints which allow for 
expansion and cmtraction. The 
system is the exterior exposed 
component of a wall/roof composite 
assembly. Several composite 
assemblies are available ranging 
from thin to thick as determined by 
aesthetic preferences or as 
necessary to meet performance 
requirements such as thermal, 
structural and fire ratings.

Materials
• Aluminum Alloy 3003-H14, Standard Thickness

18 gauge (.040”)-16 gauge (.050”) available in
painted K500 finishes, brushed and mill finishes

• Stainless Steel type 304 and type 316,
24 gauge {.024") -20 gauge (.036’’) available
in 2B, 2D, #4 and several custom directional
and non-directional finishes

• Titanium Grade 1, gauges .018”-.024” available
in standard mill or matte finishes

• Zinc, gauge .028”-.032” available in natural
or pre-weathered finishes

• Recycled content varies upon material selected. 
100% recyclability of all metal components

It's more than metal. ../t's personal.
System Design Data
• Width of Compression Cover: 2.75”

• Mininum/Maximum Spacing between 
Compression Covers: 12”-48”

• Maximum Length of Panels: 40’

• Compression Extrusion Thickness: .056”

• Channel Extrusion Thickness: .056”

• Test data in accordance with ASTM E 283, 
ASTM E 330, ASTM E 331 and UL 580 
{Class 90 available upon request)

OVERLY
iVlANUFACTURING COMPANY

RO. Box 70
Greensburg, PA 15601-0070 USA 
Phone; (724) 834-7300 
Fax: (724) 830-2877 
E-mail: ov^y@over1y.com 
Website: www.overty.com SNAP 21



CONTINUING education: KINETIC BUILDINGS
FROM ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

Movable FeastsTRAVELING SHOW
The Shed, a multidis
ciplinary arts venue 
under construction in 
Manhattan, consists 
ofafixed building 
enclosed byaglass 
cable wall and an 
ETFE-clad diagrid shell 
that can be moved to 
coveraplazaThe 
structure, rising on the 
citysfarwestside— 
wheretheHigh Line 
meets theHudson 
Yardsdevelopment— 
willsitatthebaseofa 
new residential tower.

Dynamic structures with large-scale operable elements 
adapt and transform, responding to changing needs.
BY JOANN GONCHAR, AIA

The venue’s stationary structure has a 

conventional steel frame with loo-foot-long 

clear spans and is enclosed within agtass cable 

wall.The movable shell, meanwhile, com

prises an exposed steel diagrid frame clad in 

translucent pillows made of the strong but 

lightweight ethylene tetrafluoroethyiene 

(ETFE). Integrated within this cagelike struc

ture are equipment and services such as 

power, lighting, theatrical rising, and ducts, 

creating what Liz Diller, DSR founding partner, 

calls an “open infrastructure.”

The shell, whose primary steel weighs 

2y400 tons, will travel via a system based 

on gantry-crane technology, common in ship

ping ports. A rack-and-pinion drive moves the 

shell forward and back on six-foot-tall bogies, 

or wheels, that run in tracks at plaza level. It 

will take about five minutes to completely 

extend the shell, accordingto Diller, raising 

the possibility that its movement could 

be incorporated into a performance rather 

than merely in preparation for one. In fact, the 

building is inherently“performative,” says 

David Rockwell, Rockwell Group founder.

BUILDINGS ARE GENERALLY designed tO 

be permanent, immutable structures. But 

this is not always the case. In the early 1960s, 

the British architect Cedric Price proposed 

that a “Fun Palace” be built on the banks of 

the Thames in London. It was to be ever- 

changing, with movingand reconfigurable 

walls and floors. Price’s vision was never 

realized, but a modern-day transformable 

structure inspired by his ideas and known as 

the Shed is taking shape in New York, on 

Manhattan’s far west side, where the High 

Line meets Hudson Yards. The 200,000- 
square-foot interdisciplinary arts space, 

designed by Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DSR) 

with Rockwell Group, was devised to oper

ate in a variety of modes. Slated to open in 

spring2oi9,the $425 million venue consists 

of two primarycomponents:asix-level fixed 

buildingthat houses two galleries, 3500- 

seat theater,and a rehearsal room (among 

other elements) and an outer shed or shell 

that slides to shelter an adjoining 21,000- 

square-foot plazaand create a multipurpose 

i2o-foot-tall, column-free hall.

But before the shell is deployed, the 

Shed’s managers must conduct a multistep 

safety protocol to make sure that the path 

of travel is clear of obstructions—checking 

areas such as the plaza, the bogie tracks, 

and the space directly below the theatrical 

rigging. The location of the drive system— 

onthe roof ofthefixed building—keeps 

it secure, since the public has no access.
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1 FIXED BUILDING

2 KINETICSHELL

3 RESIDENTIAL TOWER

4 TRACKS

5 BOGIES

6 DRIVE SYSTEM
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The friction and inertia forces from the drive radiant floorthat can be heated for winter events. 

In warm weather, the space under the deployed 

shell will be conditioned with coo! air delivered 

through low-level ducts. Blackout shades can also 

be extended to make the hall suitable for multiple 

types of programming. The goal isa responsive, 

versatile buildingthat can accommodate different 

media, showcase workat a variety of scales, and 

adapt tochangingtechnologies. “What art willlook

like in the future is an open question,” says Diller.

Of course, large-scale kinetic elements in the 

form of retractable roofs have long been a feature of 

stadia and ballparks for professional athletic teams. 

The operable coverings permit play in inclement 

weather and allow facilities to be used for multiple 

sports, as well as for other types of events including 

concerts and trade shows. They can also help facili

tate the growth of natural turf.

are transmitted through the fixed building’s steel

frame, explains Scott Lomax, principal at Thornton

Tomasetti, the project’s structural engineer. 

Its elements have been sized to accommodate3
z these forces, he says.

To deal with the environmental-control issues 

associated with temporarily enclosing outdoor 

space,theprojectteam designed the plaza as a

0

O o

** 04a
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One venue with a particularly unusual 

operable roofis the newfacility designed by 

360 Architecture (now part of HOK) for the 

National Football League’s Atlanta Falcons. 

The $1.5 billion Mercedes-Benz Stadium, 

now under construction and on trackfor 

completion next summer, will have an opera

ble roof comprised of eight ETFE-pillow-clad 

triangular “petals.” These retract, much like 

the leaves in a camera shutter, to reveal a 

380-foot-longand 305-foot-wide oval open- 

ingoverhead.

The designers and owners envision that 

the roof will be open most of the time during 

N FLgames, si nee the Atlanta weather in foot

ball season is mild. Bill Johnson, the HOK 

design principal leading the project, hopes 

the pool of sunlight that will move around the 

artificial-turffield during daytime play will 

bring to mind the Pantheon in Rome. “It was 

the inspiration,” he says.

It might seem presumptuous to compare 

a professional-sports venue with one of the 

most revered works of antiquity, but the sta

dium is an engineering feat in its own right. 

The roof includes an outer fixed portion clad 

in metal and a membrane that is folded and 

faceted to create something that resembles 

an eight-point pinwheel in plan. Its structure 

is a two-way system of steel trusses that 

span 730 feet between reinforced-concrete 

megacolumns positioned just outside 

the stadium’s seating bowl. This fixed-roof 

assembly includes backspan members 

intended to support the upward forces cre

ated by the retractable petals, each of which 

weighs as much as 450 tons. The petals canti

lever up to zoofeet—adimensionsimilarto

GRAND OPENING
The oval opening over the field at the Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta (top) will have eight ETFE-clad 
petals that appearto rotate as they open (above) and close (right) the roof. In reality, each petal moves 
onastraightline.
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for events such as soccer matches, corner sectionsSTRUCTURAL GYMNASTICS
The Mercedes-Benz Stadium's fixed roof framing (three of the stadium bowl retract, while upper portions can
diagrams from top left) consists of a system of trusses that be closed off with a motorized curtain. The aim is to
span more than 730 feet between megacolumns (above) and

minimize conversion time, says Scott Jenkins, thesupport the retractable petals (bottom), which cantilever as
facility’s general manager.much as 200 feet overtheoval aperture when closed.

Compared with Mercedes-Benz, the new roof over

the Arthur Ashe Stadium at the Billie Jean King
the length of acity block, notes Erleen Hatfield, a part- National Tennis Center in Queens, New York, appears
ner at BuroHappold, the project’s structural engineer. almost straightforward. The slightly domed 236,600-

The roof scheme bears the mark of the kinetic square-foot canopycontains two 500-ton rectangular
design consultant Chuck Hoberman.whowas in panels that separate to frame a 250-foot-square
volved in the project’s early phases: Although the slice of the sky. Designed by the Detroit-based archi-
petals appear to rotate as the roof opens and closes, tecturefirm Rossetti, the new roof is the United States

they move together at a diagonal but straight line. Each Tennis Association’s response to rain delays that
travels on a pair of rails set 40 feet apart and supported in recentyears had regularly plagued the U.S. Open
by the fixed-roof structure. But because of the open- Tennis Championships held in late summer at the
ing’s oval shape, the petals have varying dimensions Flushing Meadows complex.

But devisingand constructingthe $150 millionand weights. This not only made structural analysis
more difficult, but italso meant that the petals travel shelterforthe almost 24,000-seat venue was not so
at different speeds, creatingan added challenge for simple. The primary complicatingfactor: The original

i997stadium, which was also designed by Rossetti, hadsynchronization and coordination.
And if the roof system was not complicated enough, not been conceived to support a roof. So the new

it will also support a 58-foot-tall and i,ioo-foot-long element would need to be wholly independent of the
video scoreboard that wraps the perimeter of the roof original’s precast-concrete seating bowl and steel
opening. This configuration, an alternative to the structure. What’s more, the team was hampered by the
typical Jumbotron, allows the Falcons’fans to seethe marshinessofthesite,aformerash dump. Ahmad

Rahimian, the U.S. director of building structures forclouds and the sky, but, at 940 tons, it isalmost 5 per
cent of the weight of the entire roof, says Hatfield. WSPand the project’s structural engineer, sums up the

The nodes where steel elements came together are challenges as“poorsoil,longspans,and a tight budget.’
particularly complex. So to facilitate their coordination. Rossetti principal Jon Disbrow refers to the
BuroHappold shared its 3-D model with the steel fabri- solution as “an umbrella,” but one that straddles the

0 cator, ultimately checkingthe shop drawings in adigital
1 environment. Hatfield says the process was a significant 
i time-saver. She believes that it is the largest project ever

existing stadium. It is supported on eight steel
columns—each with two branchlike braces—placed
just outside the corners of the existing building’s

p to implement 3-D reviewfor its steel package. octagonal footprint. The columns, which sit on top of
The roof isn’t the only movingor adaptable element pilesasdeepas 200 feet, hold up four nearly 500-foot-

atMercedes-Benz.To reduce the stadium’s capacity long trusses, two spanningin each direction. These in
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CONTINUING education: KINETIC BUILDINGS
FROM ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

each conducted in the n >a-month period 
between tournaments: first the foundation 

work.then the primary steel structure, and 
finally, this summer, the retractable-roof 

components and PTFEskin.
Now that the new roof is in place, it looks 

as though it was always intended to be there, 
addinga bit of interest to the stadium’s stubby g
profile. But one aspect of the newly covered 
stadium that not everyone is pleased with is 

its acoustics. Some players at this summer’s 
Open reportedly complained that the roof 
amplifies the noise made by the spectators, 
making it hard to concentrate. As part of

HAT TRICK
The newoperabiePTFE roof over the Arthur 
AsheStadium (above and left) in Queens,New 
York,iscompietelyindependentofthei997 
structure beneath it. The roof can be opened or 
closed in about sixminutes.

turn support a network of steel joists and 
bracing,over which a membrane of poly- 

tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)—a lightweight 
material resistant to heat and UV degrada
tion—isstretched.

The new roof was built without disrupting 
the U.S. Open schedule. It wasconstructed, 

starting in late 2013, in three discrete phases,

Z

o
z

X

QZ
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Rossetti’s design, perforated metal panels 

backed with mineral wool were installed at 

the roof's perimeterto dampen reverbera

tion, according to Disbrow. He says that addi

tional measures could be implemented, but 

so far the USTA hasn’t asked the firm to do so.

Although acoustics may still need to be 

addressed, the new canopy does work admi

rably in a variety of modes and conditions, as 

any adaptable buildingshould. Even in the 

open position.the majority of the venue’s 

seats are in shade, shielded by the fixed roof’s 

PTFE skin, which blocks 90 percent of visible 

light. So even though the newlid was con

ceived primarily as an umbrella, it also serves 

as a parasol, allowingfanstoenjoy tennis at 

Arthur Ashe, rain or shine.

The completions of Mercedes-Benz and 

the Shed are still in the future. It is not yet 

clear if the highly mechanized buildings will 

function as flawlessly as their designers pre

dict. Or more to the point, if they will readily 

adapttoneedsyetto be identified. But Jen- 

kinsat Mercedes-Benz is confident. He says 

the roof has been mocked upand thoroughly 

tested,and its controls are straightforward. 

But he does concede that “until we actually 

operate it, we won’t know what we don't 

know.” His project and others could be just 

the beginningofafutureforflexible architec

ture that may turn out to be even more fun 

than Cedric Price dreamed it would. ■

ARTHUR ASHESTAOIUM—ORIGINAL SOUTH ELEVATION

r
ARTHURA5HE5TADUM—NEW SOUTH ELEVAT ON

Continuing Education
To earn one AIA learning unit 

^ (LU), includingonehour of

health, safety, and welfare (HSW) 

credit, read “Movable Feasts,” 

review the supplemental material 

at architecturalrecord.com, and complete 

the online test. Upon passing the test,you 

will recelveacertificateof completion, and 

your credit will be automatically reported to 

I the AIA. Additional information regarding 

credit-reporting and continuing-education 

requirements can be found online at 

continuingeducation.bnpmedia.com.

*
'*0n

Learning Objectives
1 Discuss thedesign, construction, and 

operational challenges presented by buildings 

with large-scale kinetic elements.

2 Describe three such current projects and 

explain the mechanisms that allowtheir kinetic 

elements to move.

3 Explain the structural solutions presented by 

these projects.

4 Explain the indoor environmental-control 

solutions presented by these projects.

AIA/CES Course #Ki6ioA.

1 COLUMNS

2 PRIMARYLONG-SPAN

TRUSS

3 SEISMIC SYSTEM

4 RADIALJOIST

S CIRCUMFERENTIAL
WINGTRUSS

K
6 DfAPHRAGM BRACINGFOR CEU CREDIT, READ“MOVABL£ FEASTS” AND

TAkETHEQUIZATCONTINUINGEDUCATlON.

HNPMEDIA.COM.ORUSEOURARCHITECTURAL

RECORDCONTINUING-EDUCATIONAPP.AVAILABLE

INTHEITUNESSTORE.

o
7 GUTTER FRAMING

o
ARTHURA5HESTADIUM—FRAMING DIAGRAM

9«I
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Advertising Section

Look to these pages for products brought to you directly from 

manufacturers. You’ll find price, application, performance data, and 

contact information-the facts needed to make the right decisions. Use 

the reader service card in the issue or go online at architecturalrecord. 

com to request further details.

MANUFACTURERS’
SPOTLIGHT SECTION

Mixing disparate materials such as brass, aged wood, and wired glass, Doimo Cucine’s SoHo kitchen has a refined look that further blurs the divide between living and cooking spaces. (SNAP #233)

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Roofing, Siding, Thermal 
& Moisture Protection

Landscaping, Sitework
Exterior improvement products such as site furniture, 
bollards, pavers, landscape edging, and exterior green 
walls. Also includes gazebos and other site structures.

Doors, Windows
Doors, windows, storefronts, entrances, skylights, 
framing systems, glazed curtain walls, and translucent 
wall and roof assemblies.

Page 52Page 50
Pages 52,53

Goods for constructingthe building envelope, such as 
exterior wall and roof panels, sheathing, thermal insula
tion, and waterproofing.

Materials
Basic products used in construction, among them 
lumber, concrete, and masonry units. Includes paint, 
coatings, and structural materials and fittings.

Page 52Equipment Page 50

A broad range of electrical and tech goods, among them 
audiovisual, multimedia, and control systems. Also cov
ers elevators and appliances.

Specialty Products Pages 53,54

Products for special applications or that apply to more 
than one category, such as gates, ladders, columns, 
signage, awnings, canopies, and railing systems.

Interior Finishes, Furnishings
Products for finishing and furnishing building interiors, 
including flooring, wallcoverings, ceilings, furniture, 
shelving systems, and window treatments.

Mechanical Systems, HVAC, Plumbing
Products for conditioning, moving, holding, and control
ling air, water, and other fluids. Examples include fans, 
ventilators, and boilers.

Page 52 Page 52
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Azon Saves Energy
Daylighting systems produced with 
Azon structural thermal barrier 
technologies—^the MLP™ or Dual 
Cavity—for aluminum windows and 
high performance glazing 
components for insulating glass, will 
yield a fenestration system capable of 
upholding the highest efficiency and 
sustainability standards.

• Polyurethane polymer with superior insulating 
properties for the best balance of energy 
efficiency and performance

• NEW: MLP™(mechanical lock profile) and dual 
cavity designs for fenestration products used in 
the most demanding climates and conditions

• High strength for larger spans—industry’s 
strongest thermal barrier for aluminum storefront, 
curtain wall and windows

• AZO/Tec® technical services with expertise in 
window design

Extreme coW temperatures of -10(?*C (-148®F) will not 
trgmsfer through an aluminum frame with a modem 
pour and debridge thermal barrier (and neither will high 

temperatures in very hot environments)

Learn about the role 
of Azon thermal 
barriers in energy 
conservation.1-800-788-59421 www.azonintl.com1 HSW Learning Unit
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DOORS. WINDOWSDOORS, WINDOWS

NEW AUBURN® SKYLIGHTS W/ THERMAL STRUT TECHNOLOGY

NEW I WR I GREEN 

MAJOR INDUSTRIES. INC

SLEEKLINE CANOPY SYSTEM USES 
MAKROLON' POLYCARBONATE 

SHEET

New high-performance Auburn® single slope glass 
skylights feature thermal strut technology for 
enhanced thermal performance, including better 
condensation resistance.
Product Application
• Pre-engineered and pre-assembled for EASY INSTAL
LATION
• Great for NEW construction or RETROFIT applications
Performance Data
• DESIGNED forsmalleropenings up to 25 square feet
• TESTED to ASTM E283/330/331 standards

Covestro LLC
Sieekline canopy systems combines design 
flexibilitywithexceptional affordability. The low 
profile Makrolon"^ polycarbonate glazed panel 
system is durable, sustainable,and aesthetically 
pleasingfortoday'surban landscape.

SKYLIGHTS. aNOPIES & 
TRANSLUCENT WALL SYSTEMS

www.majorskylights.com
888.759.2678 I sales@majorskylights.com

www.sheets.covestro.com
www.duro-gard.com SNAP 335SNAP 234

DOORS. WINDOWS„ , DOORS, WINDOWS6.^

CLEAR SOLUTION FOR ALL 45<MiN. APPLICATIONS
NEWI$

SAFTI FIRST Fire Rated Glazing Solutions

There's nearly clear—then there’s clear.
SuperLite ll-XL 45 offers the best clear solution 
for all 45-minute applications at a better price 
than ceramics. Proudly USA-made.
Product Application
• Doors
• Windows, sidelites, transoms 
Performance Data
• ASTM E-119 with hose stream
• CPSCCat.il safety
• 40 STC
• UL/WHI listed in large sizes 
www.saftl.com/best45 
888.653.3333

CLOSURE SYSTEMS il=^oWIFIe^

MobilFlex Folding & Rolling Closures Inc.

MobilFlex provides imaginative options for a wide 
range of storefront entrance and space delineators.
Product Application
• Malls, window protection, banks, schools, hospitals, 
airports, ships, reception desks
Performance Data
• Any layout, any radius curve
• Large spans - up to 19 ft high, 200 ft wide
• Distinctive looks, rugged protection
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www.mobilFlex.com
800.501.3539 SNAP 237

DOORS, WINDOWSDOORS. WINDOWS

SKYLIGHT SHADINGS
$$ I GREEN

Crown Shade Company

ONE-PIECE HYDRAULIC & LIFT- STRAP BIFOLD DOORS

WR
Schweiss Doors, Moving Walls

Schweiss Doors manufactures unique custom doors. 
One-piece hydraulic doors and patented Lift-Strap 
opening/closing bifold doors.
Product Application
• Moving doors and walls
• You think it, they build it
• Custom-designed storefronts and more 
Performance Data
• Faster, safer operation
• Zero tost headroom
• Superior design that keeps working

Flat and angled skylights can now be automatically 
covered with the push of a button. Crown’s single and 
twin motor tensioning shade systems cover the larg
est openings with high-performance fabrics.
Product Application
• Commercial buildings; residential buildings; 
angled windows
Performance Data
• Fabrics contribute toward GREENGUARD/LEED 
certification
■ Fully customizable for each application

www.crownshadeco.com 
800.445.5557 I jaredGrodnitzky

www.schweissdoors.com
507.426.8273 I schweiss@schweissdoors.com SNAP238

EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT

SERIES 3000 DOCK LIFT- UPDATED & EXPANDEDNEW IDEAS

Advance Lifts, Inc

Advance Lifts Inc. The nations #1 dock lift builder has 
recently updated and expanded their 3000 series of 
pit mounted dock lifts.
Product Application
• This newly expanded line brings lower lowered heights 
and a significant cost reduction to dock lifts with capaci
ties between 8,000 and 20,000 pounds.
Performance Data
• With the industry’s leading warranty and most com
plete lines of surface and pit mounted dock lifts, every 
dock needs and Advance Lift.

Da-Llte

The new IDEA™ line provides optimal touch 
performance, and is the best screen on the market 
for interactivity. New standard features include a 
magnetic surface and thin frame.
Product Appllcatfon
• Erasable
• Compatible with any dry erase marker 
Performance Data
• Hotspot free

www.advancelifts.com
1.800.843.3525 I michaelr@advancetifts.com

www.da-lite.com/NewlDEAs 
800.622.3737 I info@da-lite.com SNAP 241SNAP240
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O’Keeffe’s Aluminum Ladders

X Heavy and difficult to install V Lightweight, high strength
aluminum

V Resistant to rust

V Maintenance free and low cost

X Susceptible to rust

X Requires maintenance and 
costs money over time
SNAP 24

^O’ Keeffe’s Inc.
Proudly made in USA

www.okeeffes.com 
Toll Free: 888.653.3333

ALUMINUM 

ACCESS • SHIP • CAGE • CUSTOM
LADDERS
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LANDSCAPING, SiTEWORKMATERIALS

FUNCTIONAL a PHENOMENAL FLOOR 

Stonhard, a brand of The Stonhard Group
Stontec, epoxy and urethane flake systems cleverly combine 
durability and long-life cycle with creative color palettes and 
fresh design. Stontec floors are long-term performers; stain, 
impact and slip resistant, and easy-to-clean. Flake palettes are 
unlimited, from bright and bold to earthy and soothing.

Product Applications
• Formulated for cafeterias, kitchens, multipurpose rooms, 

classrooms, locker rooms, restrooms&stadium concourses
• Large, small and micro-flake sizes available

Performance Data
• Easy to maintain, wear resistant against continuous foot and wheeled traffic
• Matteorglossfmish. No waxing required

stonhard.com 800.257.7953

LINEAR METAL CEILINGS & WALLS

Acoustical Surfaces, Inc

The Alumiline Linear System Panel is available in 
elegant 8’, 10’ or custom lengths. An excellent choice 
for external applications/high-humidity environ
ments. Option: colors wrapped in wood laminate.
Product Application
• Schools, restaurants, residential, industrial
• Hospitals, hotels, offices, airports, rail stations
• Auditoriums, gymnasiums, swimming pools
• Arenas, retail, house of worship 
Performance Data
• Class A fire rated
• Fast and easy installation 

www.acousticalsurfaces.com 
800.710.8792 I Jon Mestad SNAP 243

LANDSCAPING, SITEWORILANDSCAPING, SiTEWORK

LOFTY BENCHSHELTERS WITH A VIEW
NEW

Thomas Steele Site FurnishingsICON Shelter Systems Inc

The New! Lofty^'^ Series is elevated in its appearance, 
combing modern lines and charming character for a 
luxury feel.
Product Application
• Streetscapes
• Schools and Universities
• Commercial Buildings 
Performance Data
• Five-year e-Steele™ finish warranty

Vista Series Shelters are the first of their kind. This 
two story shelter features a circular stair that leads 
to an upper level observation platform. Several sizes 
and styles are available.
Product Application
• Perfect forscenic overlooks
• Locate near amphitheaters for private party seating
• Excellent for scoring platforms in sports complexes 
Performance Data
• Second story open orcovered
• Can be built Into a berm for catwalk access
• Structure designed for concrete 2nd floor deck 

www.iconshelters.com
800.748.098s I info@iconshelters.com

www.thomas-steele.com
800.448.7931 SNAP 245SNAP244

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, HVAC, PLUMBINMATERIALS

IN-SINK DRAIN SYSTEM
$$ I GREEN I NEW

Just Manufacturing

VERSATILE THIN STONE 

WR i GREEN 

Arriscraft

Integra Drain - seamlessly welded to sink, creates an 
integral drain in-sink system, without additional parts 
or rings. Reduces leak potential. Includes basket 
strainer and tailpiece.
Product Application
• Commercial & residential applications
• Ideal for healthcare environments
Performance Data
• Integral seamless sanitary drain system
• Heavy-gauge stainless strainer
• Includes the JSGN-8-6 self-adapting sensor operated 
mixing faucet with manual override 
www.justmfg.com/lntegra-Drain.html 
847.678.5150 I custserv@justmfg.com

Comprehensive line of all-natural thin-clad stone 
products, includingARRIS.tile and ARRIS.stack (thin 
adhered veneers) and ARRIS.clip (channel system to 
create a back drained/ventilated rain screen).
Product Application
• Commercial; residential
• Interior and exterior applications 
Performance Data
• Exceeds requirements for severe-weathering classifi
cation (ASTM C73-10)
• Thin-adhered veneers, clipped or anchored rain-screen 
veneers
www.arriscraft.com
1.800.265.81231 solutions@arr1scraft.com SNAP246

ROOFING, SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTIOIROOFING, SIDING, THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION

ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE CLADDING PANELS

GREEN I WR
Easi-Set Worldwide Licensed Precasters

THE ULTIMATE WATER TABLE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM

SLENDERWALLEpro Services, Inc., Wichita, KS 67211

A COMPLETE BUILDING PANEL 
INSIDE AND OUT

SlenderWail is an Ultra Hi-Performance 28 Ib/sf 
award winning architectural precast concrete with 
integral heavy-gauge steel-stud frame building enve
lope panel system. Wind-load tested to 226 mph.
Product Application
• Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD
• Bioinnovation Center. New Orleans, LA
• Westin Luxury Hotel, Virginia Beach, VA
• US Army Legal Headquarters, Ft. Belvoir, VA
Performance Data
• Factory-Installed continuous closed-cell foam insula
tion - compliant with all lECC/ASHRE energy codes 
www.SlenderWaII.com
800.547.4045 I lnfo@easiset.com

Product Application
• Complete field-installed composite
• Cost effective, timely application
• Adaptable project design
• Flexible for unique construction conditions
• High productivity 
Performance Data
• Seamless, self-sealing system
• Excellent strength and durability
• Exceptional chemical resistance
• Fully bonded to slab
• Redundant protection 

www.eproserv.com 
800.882.1896 I lnfo@eproserv.com

Fewer on-site trades Faster installation 
Lower stru(tural(ost (lass “A"finishes

SNA^a49SNAP248
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ROOFING, SIDING, THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION ROOFING, SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION

I FROET CHAMELEON DOWNSPOUT NOZZLE

I SINEW

I Froet Industries LLC

INNOVATIVE INTELLIGENT EXTERIORS

Dri'Design

Industry first color coordinated downspout nozzle. 
Fifteen standard colors and many custom colors. 
Available optional color coordinated flapper cover. 
Product Application
• Labor savings
• Fits all commonly used pipe materials
• Unique Attachment design
• Low profile to wall surface
• Architecturally pleasing
Performance Data
• Powder coaled finish-ZeroVOC’s

Ori-Design’s Metal Wall Panel system is a pressure 
equalized rain-screen system, with a unique and 
patented interlocking design, that is both advanced 
and sophisticated.....made simple.
Product Application
• Mill Woods Ubraty. Seniors at^d Multicultural Centre
• Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Performance Data
• True Dry-joint rain-screen system
• Exceeds performance specifications of AAMA 508-07 
and Dade County

www.froetindustries.com
815.626.7922 1 info@froetindustries.com

www.dri-design.com
616.355.2970 I sales@dri-design.comSNAP 350 SNAP 251

ROOFING. SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION ROOFING, SIDING. THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION

ROOFTOP WALKWAY ft SAFETY RAILING

GREEN
WALL PANELS
$$ I GREEN I NEW

Petersen Aluminum Corporation

PAC offers several wall and soffit profiles for perfora
tion in a nearly endless combination of hole sizes and 
patterns to complement virtually any architectural 
design need.
Product Application
• 1-Drive 360 Parking Deck, Orlando, FL
Performance Data
• 20-year non-prorated finish warranty
• 70% full PVDF-finished metal
• Available in 38 colors

Design Components, Inc.

METALWALK™ Rooftop Walkway along with the 
optional safety handrail provides safe roof access for 
any commercial or industrial application.
Product Application
• Protection for both personnel and roof systems
• Non-penetrating attachment for standing seam roofs
Performance Data
• Meets or exceeds OSMA& IBC 2006 specifications
• Available in galvanized, Galvalume^“ or painted finish

www.rooftopwalkway.com 
: 800.868.9910

PAC-CLAD.com
800.722.2523 I Rob HeselbarthSNAP 252 SNAP 253

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
I

CUSTOM-MADE ROLLING LADDERS STAINLESS STEEL CABLE RAILING
WR I GREEN I NEW

Atlantis Rail SystemsI Putnam Rolling Ladder Co., Inc.

I Since 1905 Putnam Rolling Ladder Co. has been 
I manufacturing custom-made rolling ladders.

I Product Application 
j • Library roiling ladder 
\ • Loft ladder

• Decorative office ladders and stools
Performance Data
• Numerous hardwood species, stains and hardware 
metal finishes

Stainless steel cable railing systems for unobstructed 
indoor or outdoor, commercial or residential designs 
and pre-engineered for quick and easy installations.
Product Application
• Federal jacks Restaurant & Brew Pub. Kennebunk, ME
• Enclave Development, Fargo, ND
• TheBluffTopTrail,DanaPoint,CA
Performance Data
• Low maintenance, grade 316L stainless steel
• Variety of modular components for every design
• Variety of modular components for every design

www.putnamrollingladder.com 
212.226.5147 I Sales

www.atlantisrail.com
800.541.6829 I info@at(antisrail.com Booth; S912 IBS SNAP 255

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

! STANDARD ft CUSTOM METAL PRESS BOXES DRY AND WET FLOOD PROTECTION
NEW I WR I GREENWR

I Sturdisteel Smart Vent Products, Inc. Flex-Wall™

Smart Vent has expanded it’s line of ICC-ES Certified 
Foundation Flood Vents to bring you the most ad
vanced dry floodproofing solution on the market.
Product Application
• Commercial buildings in flood zones benefit from 
eliminating the need for off-site storage and fees. 
Performance Data
• Rapid deployment in minutes
• Can be sized to fit any opening
• Layered Kevlar® structural webbing
• Coated water retention layer

j For new or existing facilities, Sturdisteel’s modular 
I design construction ensures a completed building in 

I a fraction of the time.
Product Application
• High schools & colleges
• Arenas & rodeos
• Motorsports 
Performance Data

i • 26-gauge type R metal panels
• Non-combustible steel framing
• Pre-wired for local powerconnection

www.sturdisteel.com 
: 800.433.3116 I info@sturdisteel.com

smartvent.com
877.441.8368SNAP 2s6 Booth: S1428
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Adverlising Section

SPECIALTY PRODUCTSSPECIALTY PRODUCTS

VERSATILE & BUILT TO LASTi ANTI-SLIP STAIR TREADS & NOSINGS
i s

! Wooster Products, Inc.
WR

Woven Wire Products Association

Wire mesh partitions and infill panels offer security 
and safety while allowing free airflow and visibility. 
Product Application
• Woven wire partitions
• Railing infill panels
• Window guards
• Co-location cages
• Tenant storage cages
• Stairwell partitions

i Anti-Slip Stair and Walkway Products for new 
i construction and renovation. Brand names include 
i Supergrit, Spectra, Alumogrtt, Stairmaster and 
i NITEGLOW.
! Product Application 
I • Commercial and residential buildings 

i • Transit systems 
I • Stadiums and ballparks 
I Performance Data 
I • Indoor and outdoor use 
I • ADA, New York MEA, IBC, and IFC compliant 
I • Available in a variety of profiles and colors 
I www.wooster-products.com 

800.321.4936
www.wovenwire.org

SNAP 259SNAP 258

MAKING THE COMPLEX CLEAR

Clear Seas Cleor Seos Research is an industry-focused market research company ded
icated to providing clear insights to complex business questions. Capturing 
feedback via quantitative surveys (online, phone, mail or in-person) OR 
qualitative experiences (one-on-ones, focus groups or bulletin boards), we 
present results that are easily understood, insightful and actionable.RESEARCH

Making the complex clear
www.clearseasresearch.com

WHY INSTALL SHEET RUBBER FLOORING?

RO. Box 7038 • Akron, Ohio 44306 
800-321-2381 • Fax 330-773-3254 

info@mussonrubber.com • www.mussonrubber.com
MUSSON RUBBER CO.

SNAP * 271
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DATES + EVENTS

whether the zoning regulations created to tame 
towers in the early 20th century have kept pace 
withtheevolvingskyiine. For more information, 

visitmcny.org.

by curator Vladimir Beiogolovsky. Each installation 
willincludegroupsofvoices, interpreted through 
continuouslychangingforms by local artists, 
architects, and designers. For more information, 

\nsit chidm.com.

photographs—depictingthe libraries from a variety 
of vantage points—invitetheviewerto appreciate 
the intricacy, complexity, and vast scope of these 
vital and evolving public resources. For more 
information, visit cfa.aiany.org.

NEW AND UPCOMING 
EXHIBITIONS

Design Episodes: Form, Style, Language
CNfOIGO

December 17,2or6-June 25,2017 
In anticipation of the Art Institute of Chicago’s 
fall 2017 new permanent display of architecture 
and design works, this exhibition highlights 
the Institute’s collection via three provocative 
Vignettes: the modem chair, the emergence of 
postmodern design, and contemporary identity 
systems in graphic design. Boundary Lines, a 
custom-designed installation by graphic designer 
Amir Berbic that brings together the three parts, 
occupies thegaJlery windows overlookingGriffin 
Court. For more Information, visit art/c.edu.

COMPETITIONS
MetaModern
PALM SPPINGS, CALIFORNIA

Through February 3^,2017 
Modern design—that once-radical break with the 
past—is now itselfathingof history, with con
temporary artists viewing modern designs as icons 
that can be incorporated into their own work.
The result is metamodernism, in which the original 
source is changed and abstracted, and the outcome 
IS self-referential Theartists in this exhibition, 
held at the Paim Springs Art Museum, challenge 
head-on the tenets of modernism, whether the/re 
working in the United States, Europe, or Latin 
America, in a range of media. For more information, 

'nsitpsmuseum.org.

Authenticity and Innovation
New YORK CITY

Through January 14,2077 
A particularly relevant topic for a metropolis 
characterized by perennial change, Authentic/^ 
and Innovation explores preservation in 
contemporary New York City. Although the city’s 
Landmarks Preservation Commission oversees 
about 1,500 individual landmarks and 139 historic 
districts, this exhibition at the Center for 
Architecture will feature 28 projects not officially 
designated as significant, but their reuse represents 
a phenomenon that can be called preservation 
beyond the preservation law. For more information, 
visit cfa.aiany.oig.

Kip island Auditorium International 
Competition
fiegistration deadline: January 78,2077 
The Riga Exhibition Centre, located in the heart of 
the Latvian capital, is soliciting design proposals for 
an iconic addition to its complex that houses 
conference rooms, meeting rooms, and two large 
exhibition halls. The new addition will include an 
auditorium, more conference rooms, and another 
exhibition hall. For more information, visit 
kipislandauditorium.beebreeders.com.

Pop Art Design
NeWPORTBBACH, CALIFORNIA

January/-April 2,207/
This exhibition at the Orange County Museum of 
Artjuxtaposes a large number of important works 
by artists including Andy Warhol, Claes Oldenburg, 
Roy Lichtenstein, Ed Ruscha, and Richard Hamilton 
with works by such designers as Charles Eames, 
George Nelson, Achille Castiglioni, and Ettore 
Sottsass; there's also extensive ephemera. For 
more information, visit ocmanet.

eVolo 2017 Skyscraper Competition
Registration deadline: January 24,201/ 
Established in 2006, this annual contest recognizes 
outstanding ideas that redefine skyscraperdesign 
through the implementation of novel technologies, 
materials, programs,aesthetics, and spatial 
organization, along with manifesting flexibility, 
adaptability, and change wrought by globalization 
and the digital revolution. Designs should reflect 
investigation of public and private space and the 
role of the individual in relation tothe collective in a 
dynamic vertical community.Thereare no 
restrictions on site, program, or size. For more 
information, visit evolo.us.

Voulkos: The Breakthrough Years
NEW YORK CITY

Through March 15,2077 
Spanning the years from 1953 to 1968, The 
Breakthrough Years is the first exhibition to focus 
on the early career of Peter Voulkos, whose radical 
methods and ideas opened up the possibilities for 
clayinwaysstillreverberatingtoday.Held atthe 
Museum of Artsand Design (MAD),this exhibition 
is a part of MAD Transformations, a series of six 
shows addressingartists who have changed our 
perceptionsoftraditionalcraftmediums. For more 
information, visitmadmuseum.of;g.

Model Behavior
SAN FRANCISCO

Through January 14,201/
Thisexhibition atthe San Francisco Museum 
of Modern Art explores the design process behind 
Snohetta’s expansion of the storied art institute. 
Architectural models, sketches, an interactive app, 
and a narrated walk-through of the building reveal 
how Snahetta responded to the built environment 
and cultural context of the expansion-to-be, 
chronicling how the firm arrived atthe space that 
opened its doors on May 14. For more information, 

visitsfmoma.org.

ONGOING EXHIBITIONS

Michael Sorkin Studio and Terreform: 
Metrophysics
losangcles

Through December4,2016 
This exhibit foregrounds projects with meanings 
rooted in the urban, including buildings and sites 
designed with practical and polemical intent On 
view at SCI-Arc, the work is from a team that 
operates as both a traditional architectural studio 
responding to clients and a research practice that 
formulates its own agenda of investigation and 
intervention. For more information, visit sclarc.edu.

Nikon Photo Contest
Submission deadline: January 2/, 207/
This contest supports filmmakers and 
photographers who wish to use images to share 
stories and influence how peoplethink. The 
competition’s 36th edition will feature two new 
categories; the Nikon looth Anniversary 
Award, which celebrates the compan/s 2017 
centennial, and the Next Generation Award, 
for anyone under the age of 30. Acclaimed 
graphic designerand art director Neville Brody 
is serving as lead judge. For more information, 
visit nikon-photocontest.com.

Tracing Displacement and Shelter
NewrORKClTY
Through January 22,207/
This MoMA exhibit explores howarchitects and 
designers have considered the meaningof shelter in 
light of the global refugee crisis. Works on display 
examine such trends as the strengthening of national 
borders in response to the influx of migrantsand 
the growi ng need for affordable, adaptable, and 
mobile housingfortransient populations (currently 
estimated at more than 60 million worldwide).
For more information, visit moma.o/g.

One and One Is Four: The Bauhaus 
Photocollages of Josef Albers
New YORK CITY

Through April 2,2077
Josef Albers stands asa central figure in 20th- 
century art, both as a practitioner and ateacherat 
the Bauhaus, Black Mountain College, and Yale 
University. In 2015, the Museum of Modern 
Art acquired io of his photocoilages, joining the 
pairdonated bytheJosefandAnni Albers Foun
dation almost three decades ago. This makes the 
MoMA collection the most significant after the 
foundation’s.The installation celebrates both the 
landmark acquisition and the publication of One 
and One Is Four: The Bauhaus Photocollages 
ofJosefA/bers.v^ichfocusesexclusivelyonthis 
deeply personal and inventive aspect of the 
master's work and makes many of these photo
collages publicaily available forthefirsttime.

For more information, visit moma.org.

Oskar Hansen: Open Form
NEWHAVEN

Through Decemher 77,2076 
Thisexhibition traces the evolution of Hansen’s 
theory of open form from its origins in the 
architect’s own projects to its application in 
film and other artistic practices. Hansen was a 
member of Team 10, the architectural group 
thatformed thefirst critical voice against the 
Athens Charter’s modernist orthodoxy and 
Corbusier followers. Hansen proposed parting 
ways with the model of the all-knowing expert, 
instead advocatingforviewer participation.
Oskar Hansen; Open Form, at the Yale School of 
Architecture, is divided into seven sections explor
ing H^sen’s theories. For more information, visit 

architecture.yale.edu.

The SOURCE Awards
Submission deadline; January 30,2077 
NowinitS40thyear,theSOURCEAwardscom- 
petitionisopentoalDightingdesigners.architects, 
engineers, professional designers.and consultants 
who use Eaton’s lightingfixturesand lighting 
control systems in interiororexteriordesign 
projects. Students currently enrolled in any of 
these disciplines are also eligible to enter projects 
based on conceptual lighting designs that utilize 
Eaton’s lighting and controls products. For more 
information, visit thelightingresource.eaton.com.

Building Optimism: Public Space in 
South America
PITTSBURGH

Through February 73,2077
Held at the Carnegie Museum of Art and spanning
projects in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Peru, and Venezuela, Building Optimism: Public 
Space in South America investigates how emerging 
architects and designers can instigate change 
through design ofpublic space. Via photography, 
video, drawings,and models, the exhibition 
immerses visitors in the inventive ways that public 
spaces can become social spaces as they 
respond to the circumstances and pressures of 
their communities. For more information, visit 

cmoa.oig.

LECTURES, CONFERENCES, 
AND SYMPOSIA

Zoning at New Heights: Supertalls and 
the Accidental Skyline
NEW YORK CITY

Decembers, 2076
New Yorkers have long had a love-hate relationship 
with height And as the age of the supertali tower 
sets a new precedent for what’s possible, con
troversy is growing, In response, the Municipal Art 
Society launched its Accidental Styiine report in 
20i3totrack the construction of supertalls along 
the southern border of Central Park. Since then, 
countless more such structures have sprouted up 
around the city. In this conversation at the Museum 
of the City of New York, leading experts will consider

Metals in Construction Magazine 2017 
Design Challenge: Reimagine Structure
Submission deadline: February 7,2077 
Thiscompetition invites architects and engineers 
to submit designs for a high-rise that integrates 
its enclosure and itsprimarystructureforthe 
purposeof minimizingembodied energy, It 
challenges participants to substitute a hybrid 
frame-and-skin system for the typical aluminum- 
and-glass curtain wall. Entries will be judged 
on embodied energy reduced and overall per
formance, with a prize of $15,000. For more 
information, visit metalsinconstruction.org.

Reading Room: A Catalog of New York 
City's Branch Libraries
NEW YORK CITY

Through January/, 207/
On display atthe Center for Architecture is 
Elizabeth Felicella’s work documenting all 210 
branches of New York City’s extensive public- 
library systems. From full-scope exterior shots to 
intimate studies of window plants and pencil sharp
eners, the subtle and technically accomplished

City of Ideas: Architects’ Voices and 
Visions
CHICAGO

Through February 2S, 2077 
An ongoing conceptual installation project. City 
of Ideas is traveling to the Chicago Design Museum 
from Sydney University’s Tin Sheds Gallery. Its 
key objective is to present original visions of leading 
international architects as recorded and transcribed
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TRADE SHOW NEWS

The Fair's the Thing
The London Design Festival takes over the British capital, offering a bounty of fresh ideas and visual treats.

FOR NINE DAYS in September, when the London 
Design Festival’s distinctive red signage appeared at 
scores of event locations, the remarkable breadth 
and depth of the U.K.’s design industry was suddenly 
made visible. The 14th edition, held Septembenyto 

25, was asprawlingaffair: Hundreds of designers and 
manufacturers hosted events across the city as five 

I separate trade fairs ran concurrently,
i Commissioned projects gave a sense of order to

g the dizzying array of pop-ups and partnerships, I

m turesand launches.AttheVictoria&AlbertMuseum,
Z
§ the festival’s official hub, several temporary large-

5 scale exhibits were installed among the permanent 
I displays. The Green Room, by London-based product 

V designers 6nthero,featured a massive cylindrical 
I curtain of i6o brightly hued cords that dropped
I down a six-story stairwell-, individual strands gently
O5 rose and fell over the course of a minute, offering

onlookers a new way to visualize the passingof time. 
In the Tapestry Room on an upper floor, Benjamin 
Hubert’s wavelike Foil—an animated ribbon of 

50,000 stainless-steel mirrors—scattered light 
acrossthe walls like agiant disco ball.

At nearby Chelsea College of Arts, another ambi

tious project occupied the courtyard. Alison Brooks 
Architects’ The Sm//e, a pavilion in the form of a 
curved box beam, demonstrated the constructional 

capabilities of cross-laminated American tulipwood. 
While the center of the nz-foot-longarc lightly rested 

on the ground, both ends rose 11 feet into the air, cul

minating in large openings that offered those inside 
framed views of the college and the sky. (Unlike most 
of the installations, which ended when the festival did, 

The Sm/7e remained on view through October 12.)
Downriver to the east, Somerset House—a Neo

classical cultural center and home to the Courtauld

I nstitute of Arts—hosted the inaugural London 

Design Biennale. For it, curatorial teams from design 

museums in 37 nations produced pavilions that 
responded to the theme of Utopia, selected by show 
director Christopher Turner to mark the 500th anni

versary of Thomas More’s classic work. Occupyinga 

prominent spot in the center of the entrance court

yard was Barber Osgerby’s Forecast. The supersize 
weathervane, anemometer, and wind turbine alluded 
to Britain’s maritime history, tumultuous politics, 
and—of course—fabled obsession with the weather.

In Shoreditch, architect Asif Khan erected three 
enigmatic translucent polycarbonate structures, 
which he then stocked with furniture and thickets of 
plants. The project,called Forests, which was commis

sioned by MINI Living, explored the potential of 
“third places” in thecity; spaces to gather in the public 

realm, away from home and work. Khan, who designed

ARCDETRIOMPHE
Created by Alison 
Brooks Architects, the 
Sm/7e installation 
provided amaterial 
lesson as itshowed 
possible applications 
of cross-laminated 
American tulipwood.

ec-
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TRADE SHOW NEWS

a material in L’Eden, a bioresponsive gardena summerhouse for the 2016 Serpentine
installed in a Soho gallery. In the fairy-tale-Pavilion program, explained that he hoped his
like indoor landscape, concealed mechanicsinterventions would foster interaction
and motion detectors animated living plants,between strangers as well as raise questions
causing them to“react” as visitors movedabout the relationship between public and
through the space. Thus, under a starlit LEDprivate space.
curtain, tendrils drew themselves back toBompas & Parr also used vegetation as

ARTY FACTS
Fo'V.by Benjamin
Hubert, castflecks of
lightaroundthe
Victoria&Albert
Museum's Tapestry
Room(top),while
Glithero's Tf?e Green
/?oom,acolumnofi6o | 
bright cords,cascaded
down the museum’s 3six-storystairwell(far |

left and detail). Atthe
sfirst London Design

Biennale, Barber
Osgerby’s Forecast
showed which way the |

wind was blowing
(center right).
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clear a path, and a dancing tree bent and 
swayed along with spectators’ motions.

Similar levels of ingenuity were evident 

in designers’ studios and showrooms. For 
example, to introduce his new lighting range, 
Lee Broom transformed his East London 

store with an Op Art-inspired installation. 
Opf/ca//ty featured geometric-pattern pen
dant fixtures endlessly replicated by mirrored 
walls, creating the illusion of infinite space.

Eley Kishimoto took its energy to the 
streets—literally. With help from design

consultancy Dolman-Bowles, the fashion 

duo applied its signature Flash pattern to 
crosswalks at busy Brixton intersections, 
improving safetywhileaddingvisual flair to 

the urban environment.
In all, the London Design Festival’s messy 

diversity is its strength: Grand spectacles 

coexist with subtle interventions, and culture 
cozies up to commerce.Asthe event expands 
into new territory and broadens its interna
tional scope, the mix grows even richer.
—Chris Foges
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URBAN JUNGLE
initsgardeni.Yden(top), Bompas 8c Parr included sensors and mechanicsthat responded to visitors’ 
movements. Architect Asif Khan created three temporary structures brimming with plants, giving 
Londoners extragreen space in which to relaxand interact (above and center).To heighten safety 
awareness at busy intersections,design duo Eley Kishimoto applied its Flash pattern tocrosswalks(left).
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PARTNERS IN DESIGN
BYARLENEHIRST

KIM YAO

Yao is principal 
and co founder 
of Architecture 
Research Office, 
a New York City- 
based firm 
specializing in a 
wide range of 
commercial, 
residential, and 
institutional 
architecture 
and interior- 
design work. 
aro.net

KELLY SMITH

The creative 
directorof 
FilzFelt, Smith— 
a trained 
architect— 
co founded the 
company with 
Traci Roloff in 
2008 to bring 
high-quality 
German wool felt 
to the design 
community.
Knoll purchased 
FilzFelt in 2on. 
hizfeltcom

ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH OFFICE’S 2013 redesign of Knoll’s Midtown showroom not only garnered awards but also won 
the Manhattan-based firm a new client. ARO’s inspired use of FilzFelt, which included wrapping an entire staircase in the high- 
quality material, made a product collaboration with the Knoll sister company a perfect fit. “They are architects, and architects 

are our target audience,” says Kelly Smith, creative director of FilzFelt.
With their shared interest in environmental responsibility, the two parties settled on a brief: find an elegant way to 

repurpose remnants from FilzFelt’s projects and production runs. The result, ARO Blocks, is a line of sound-absorbing tiles, 

panels, screens, and baffles.
The modular solutions feature scraps of the company’s Wool Design fabric mounted on lo-millimeter-thick PET acoustic 

substrate. The lOO percent VOC-free tiles come in four patterns—rectangles, asymmetric angles, and two sizes of triangles— 
and offer a 0.65 NRC. Dozens of colors are available.

The pieces are flexible and low-tech,” says ARO principal Kim Yao. They’re also a lesson in artful sustainability, (snap #270)(<
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nnaaaii-UDCmiilUheekhoir A/lirror

Ideal for handicapped suites of hotels, nursing homesIntroducing the 6002 Wheelchair Mffror, the latest addition
hospitals and public restrooms, the 6002 Wheelchairto AAMSCO Lighting’s collection of energy saving bath and
Mirror offers a beautiful yet functional design that willvanity luminaires. Designed to meet the requirements of the
compliment any facility.Americans with Disabilities Act.

Residential - Hospitality - Custom
www.aamsco.com

The intelligent alternative source
AAMSCO Lighting, Inc.

100 Lamp Light Circle | Summerville, SC 29483 | Phone 843-278-0000

sm

AAMSCO

1-800-221-9092SNAPi8l



Xtremeinterior Architectural Solutions combines your design and our style to create a visual 

statement that not only meets your needs but enhances the beauty of your space. Our team of 

in-house architects have collaborated with experienced design professionals to develop an 

extensive line of interior extruded aluminum trims that complement standard drywall applications 

as well as various panel installations. XtremelAS has thousands of design and color options, 

allowing architects and users to dramatically improve their building aesthetics and create modern 

architectural lines preferred by millenniols.Our trims are sustainable, durable, non-combustible, 
lightweight and easy to use.

INTERIOR
ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS

www.xtremejas.com 800-334-1676
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